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Search moves 
as scheduled 
Applications being screened, 
memo to community states 
By Christine Peterson 
Ithacan Staff 
A memo was issued to the Col-
lege community Tuesday concern-
ing recent developments in the 
Presidential Search process. The 
memo followed a meeting of the 
Presidential Search Committee, 
which took place in New York City 
last Thursday. 
The committee plans to narrow 
down the presidential applicant pool 
and appoint the new president by 
this spring, said David Sass, spokes-
person for the Presidential Search 
Committee. "We hope to have the 
whole process completed before 
graduation," he said. 
According to the memo. a screen-
ing subcommittee was recently 
formed to assist the committee in 
the screening process. 
Craig Bloem, student represen-
tative to the Presidential Search 
Committee and a member of the 
subcommittee, said the subcommit-
tee will revi~w prospects according 
to criteria established by the Col-
lege. 
He said the committee plans to 
narrow down the pool of applicants 
over the next few months. They 
plan to present the names of the 
final candidates at the February 
Board of Trustees meeting. 
The committee has worked for 
the past year with Heidrick & 
Struggles, a private firm based in 
Chicago specializing in finding and 
screening candidates for executive 
positions. 
The Board of Trustees hired the 
firm to help the College distribute 
information lo potential applicants 
through announcements in educa-
tional magazines and contacts at 
educational institutions. 
Sass said advertisements for the 
position have been published in the 
Chronicle of Higher Education and 
in Black Issues in Higher Educa-
tion. 
Sass said the firm has also con-
tacted educational institutions and 
national organizations including the 
American Council on ~ucation. 
"We've done [the search] on a 
national level," he said. 
Sass said the advertisements and 
the contacts have produced a con-
siderable pool of candidates. 
"We did get a significant re-
sponse so far, and they're still com-
ing in," he said. 
Sass could not give an approxi-
mation of the number of applica-
tions the committee has received. 
He said he hopes that the final 
candidates will be available on cam-
pus after February to meet with 
faculty, administrators and students. 
Professor's tenure 
denied by board 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan News Editor 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees has denied tenure to ac-
counting professor Nazik Roufaiel. 
Again. 
This is the second time the board 
has decided against Roufaiel. She 
was to be terminated at the end of 
the 1995-96 school year after the 
executive committee of the board· 
denied her tenure on Aug. 11, 1995, 
citing institutional need. 
However, calling the decision 
unfair, Roufaiel filed suit Feb. 28, 
1996, in New York State Supreme 
Court against Ithaca College, Presi-
dent James J. Whalen and Provost 
Thomas Longin. 
Roufaiel had asked that her case 
be reconsidered based solely on 
merit and not on institutional need. 
Roufaiel claimed she was led to 
believe through a number of con-
versations and letters that her case 
would be decided only on merit. 
Furthermore, Roufaiel said her con-
tract was breached because she was 
not notified that institutional need 
would be a factor in her case. 
According to the Faculty Hand-
book, a tenure candidate must be 
notified before July 1 of the year 
preceding tenure review if institu-
tional need will be a factor. 
In a June 5, 1996, ruling, Judge 
Walter J. Relihan agreed that the 
College had violated Roufaiel's 
contract and gave her another year 
(1996-97) at the College as a proba-
tionary faculty member, during 
which she could be reconsidered for 
t~nure. Relihan also said the Col-
lege could use institutional need in 
re-evaluating her tenure application. 
In accordance with that ruling, 
Roufaiel asked the College to re-
view her case again. On Sept. 13, 
Longin, who recently left the Col-
lege on sabbatic leave to seek other 
employment opportunities, re-
viewed and concluded that based on 
tenure density and institutional need, 
Roufaiel should not be granted ten-
ure. 
See TENURE, page 4 
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The Ithacan / Elizabeth Barrett 
Ithaca College students take time to relax at one of the many Halloween parties last week. 
Downsizing's final phase 
Some areas see 
growth while 
College reduces 
overall budget 
By Stacey Walbourn 
Ithacan Staff · 
As Ithaca.College enters its third 
year of downsizing, administrators 
say the process has unfolded as 
expected and now the College is 
looking to the future. 
"At most of our meetings now, 
we are beginning to talk less about 
less, and more about the future," 
Acting Provost Mary Lee Seibert 
said. "There is a lot of activity go-
ing on around campus to really re-
vitalize our operations." 
Still, many members of the Col-
lege community have concerns 
about the effects of the plan that 
began two years ago and is ex-
pected to be completed at the end of 
the 1997-98 school year. 
Consistent with national trends 
indicating that fewer students would 
be applying to college because fewer 
were born in the 1970,;, Ithaca 
College's own enrollment began to 
decline in 1991. Three years later, 
755 fewer students had enrolled. 
Furthennore, as college costs rose, 
the demand for financial aid in-
creased. 
Tom Salm, vice president of 
business affairs, said the drastically 
changing role offinancial aid in the 
past two to three years forced the 
College to allocate more spending 
dollars to financial aid, which al-
lows less money to be spent on such 
things as salary. 
As a result, the College initiated 
a downsizing plan intended to make 
the College more efficient while 
preventing an estimated deficit of 
more than $25 million that would 
have accumulated, Salm said. 
Seibert said the main goal of 
downsizing was to cut the budget. 
"It's a balancing act between the 
dollars and the positions, but we 
have tried very hard to adhere to the 
dollars," Seibert said. "We had to 
bring the budget down and we've 
done that." 
The process was met with hesi-
tation by faculty and students in a 
number of animated protests and 
meetings, but many also recognized 
the need to downsize. Still, some 
felt the process was inequitable and 
did not include input from the fac-
ulty, staff and students. 
One effect of downsizing was 
the elimination of faculty, staff and 
administration positions. About 60 
employees were downsized through 
voluntary retirement packages of-
fered in the last two years, Salm 
said. 
Seibert said the voluntary sepa-
ration programs have helped to off-
set any direct cuts, but there was no 
way to predict how many employ-
ees would take advantage of the 
early incentive plan. 
Salm said position-cutting plans 
have basically stayed as predicted, 
but he said there were slight changes 
between the number of projected 
positions cut and what actually hap-
pened. 
According to the College's staff-
ing plan summaries from April 1995 
and April 1996, 27.2 staff and ad-
ministrative positions were esti-
mated to be cut in the 1994-95 
school year, but 39 positions were 
actually discontinued. In 1995-96, 
43 positions staff and administra-
tive positions were projected to be 
eliminated, but 47 were actually 
cut. 
There was no discrepancy be-
tween the number of faculty posi-
tions projected to be cut and the 
actual discontinued positions in the 
1994-95 school year. For that year, 
13.25 positions were eliminated. 
In 1995-96, 35.25 faculty posi-
tions were projected to be cut, but 
only 34.95 positions were actually 
discontinued. 
The College has projected 35.5 
staff and administrative positions 
to be cut in the 1996-97 school year 
and 29.5 positions in 1997-98. 
Twenty-three faculty positions are 
projected to be cut in 1996-97 and 
24.5 positions in 1997-98. 
However, Howard Erlich, the 
dean of the School of Humanities 
and Sciences, said those numbers 
have changed slightly as a result of 
fewer positions needing to be cut in 
his sch9ol. 
The original projection for cuts 
in H&S in 1996-97 are 11 posi-
tions, he said, but only nine posi-
tions actually need to be eliminated. 
In 1997-98, only five or six posi-
tions will be discontinued instead 
of eight positions. 
"The four-year plan put together 
is still pretty much on target," Salm 
said. "There haven't been signifi-
cant deviations from the original 
projections." 
Growth despite 
downsizing 
To some extent, downsizing was 
offset by salary increments and the 
adding of new positions in some 
areas. Salm said certain areas such 
as admissions, financial aid and 
development offices have seen 
growth. 
Moreover, the College started a 
new program in occupational 
therapy and created positions in the 
area of information technology, 
See DOWNSIZING, next page 
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Salm said. 
Salm said it was a conscious 
decision to concentrate on areas 
that needed growth. 
'There's always a kind of as-
sumption of you can't have a reduc-
tion and nothing can grow or noth-
ing can change," he said. "That 
isn't the way organizations build." 
"Even while you may be restruc-
turing in one place, part of that 
restructuring is allowing for growth 
in places where there is opportunity 
to grow," Salm said. "One of the 
worst things you could do is stop 
dead in the water. You've got to 
play your strengths and try to find 
more external money." 
Enrollment stability 
In addition to growth in certain 
areas, downsizing has also been 
affected by a more stabilized en-
rollment. 
Seibert said an increase in the 
number of transfer students and 
continuing education students have 
added to this stability. 
"This year, we were particularly 
fortunate because we improved on 
the number of students coming 
back," Seibert said. "That helps 
because it is the number of students 
that we have at the institution that's 
important... we need the balance 
across the institution." 
Larry Metzger, dean of enroll-
ment planning, said the College is 
losing a smaller number of students 
from one semester to the next. The 
attrition rate from spring '96 to fall 
'96 was 6.26 percent-down 1.08 
percent from I 995. 
The overall head count of 
nondegree students has risen from 
1993 when it was 87 students tQ107 
students this year, Metzger said. 
The nondcgrec students arc extra-
mural. such as people on ICC ex-
change and employees. 
The number of continuing full-
lime undergraduates, students who 
return to complete their education, 
has increased to 3,752 in fall '96 
from 3,589 in '95. "We had pro-
jected that it would increase, but 
our retention improved by more 
than I percent point," he said. 
Metzger said 191 students trans-
ferred to Ithaca, an increase from 
last fall with 172 students. 
Salm said, "Enrollment is bal-
ancing off, and that's a reflection of 
a lot of hard work by the admissions 
office, as well as the financial aid 
office." 
Campus-wide effects 
One concern among faculty and 
staff is that downsizing has brought 
about an increase in workload and a 
decrease in the variety of classes. 
The English department is now 
starting to find they arc not able to 
offer nearly the variety of courses 
they once offered, especially at the 
400-lcvel. The upper level semi-
nars arc generally more expensive 
to offer because the student-to-fac-
ulty ratio is considerably lower, said 
James Swafford, chair of the En-
glish department. 
Seminars are generally capped 
at IO students, which often puts 
seminar enrollment at five or six 
students, Swafford said. 
In the 1993-94 school year, the 
English department offered eight 
electives and six seminars, com-
pared to the current year where nine 
electives are offered and two semi-
nars, he said. 
.Swafford said one difference 
downsizing has made in the En-
glish department has been that when 
a position over the past few years 
has been vacated the position is not 
filled. 
"We were a department of 16 
full-time permanent lines essen-
tially, and as people retired or people 
didn't get tenured, the \i.nes disap-
peared," he said. "We went from 
being 16 full-time permanent down 
to 13 full-time and permanent." 
Downsizing also changed the 
tenure denominator in his depart-
~®ll~ 
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mcnt. At the College, no d~part-
ment is supposed to have no more 
than 75 percent of the faculty mem-
bers tenured. 
"But of course as you start shrink-
ing the total numbers, then sud-
denly you get close to that [cap] 
very quickly," he said. 
Swafford said that if an English 
professor up for tenure is approved, 
then the department will be over the 
tenure cap. 
"I think what we're going to be 
faced with for a long time is trying 
to do as much as we can," he said. 
Enrollment capacities, especially 
at lower division classes arc going 
to increase, resulting in larger 
classes, Swafford said. "It does 
mean students will find it a little 
more problematic experience to take 
our courses than it once was." 
Swafford said the workload in 
the English department has in-
creased with the onset of 
downsizing. The department used 
to allow a generous reassigned time 
program where faculty could get 
released from teaching a course to 
plan new classes, he said. 
Swafford said the department 
has been fortunate that they haven't 
had a huge plunge in the number of 
majors. "Our changes in enroll-
ments have been pretty much mir-
roring where H&S is overall," he 
said. "We've been shielded from 
some of the really serious effects." 
Similarly, effects of downsizing 
have been felt in the Writing Pro-
gram. Ron Denson, an instructor in 
the program, said they have lost 
several full-time lines as a result of 
downsizing, but the demand for the 
writing courses haven't decreased. 
"We are told to do more with 
less," Denson said. 
The Writing Program teaches 
85 sections of JOO-level courses a 
year, Denson said. They have had 
to accept an increase in class size 
while diminishing the amounts of 
alternative classes to offer to stu-
dents, he said. 
The faculty now teach four 
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· courses each semester,, .bu1 lhc :'" "lt:bas made the facuity rise to 
workload has increased due ·10 the the occasion," Lundburg said. 
labor-intensive work, he said. The Seibert said the administration 
faculty are responsible.for enf,ol,!r- is aware of workload issues but it is 
aging discussion as well as spend- too early to tell whatthc real impact 
ing extra time with students, he of downsizing will be. 
said. "Any organizational change 
While effects of downsizing arc causes people to do things differ-
being felt in the Writing Program ently and when you do things dif-
and H&S, TV-Radio Professor ferently you tend to think you arc 
Wenmouth Williams said the doing more work," she said. 
School of Communication hasn't "Are people feeling that there is 
seen the same effects. change in the air? Y cs. Are they 
There hasn't been such a notice- feeling and expressing it in ways 
able increase in the workload, he that would say we are all doing 
said. However, Park has experi- more? I think that's pretty perva-
enced a decrease in the travel and sive," Seibert said. 
supply money and operational ex- "I think in the beginning of the 
penses, as well as a reduction in situation we probably are doing 
reassigned time for research and more, and we have to do more," she 
new projects, Williams said. said. 
Williamssaidtherecentbequests Seibert said the College is now 
have had a large impact on the cf- looking at what they have and where 
fee ts of downsizing. The Roy H. they want to be in the future. "There 
Park School has in recent years are efforts going on in schools to 
received a $10 million bequest from look at distinctiveness, attractive-
thc Park Foundation and a $14 mil- ness and the future," she said. 
lion bequest from James B. Salm said plans for the renova-
Pendleton. tion of the School of Health Sci-
"This is a confusing picture at ences and Human Performances are 
this point, obviously because we've being addressed now. There is a 
been blessed with a lot of money," real need for growth in physical and 
he said. "So it's real hard to say, occupational therapies as well as 
'Well I don't have enough pencils, exercise science, he said. A group 
but I got a new computer.'" of faculty is working in those areas, 
Dr. Jenna Lundburg, instructor Salm said. 
at the School of Business, said she Seibert said the College has plans 
didn't see the increased workload to expand the new occupational 
as a result of downsizing as a com- therapy program, which will rc-
pletely negative problem. quire specialized faculty and all the 
She said it has forced the faculty resources to support it. 
to re-examine themselves and their "What we'd like to talk about 
curriculum, and it has increased now is not downsizing, but to look 
solidarity between co-workers and into the future and continuing to 
forced them to rethink their mis- buildthisCollcgeandmakeitstron-
sion. ger and better," Salm said. 
CORRECTIONS 
• In last week's SGA financ8"'8rticle, 'th8"'9.1'1'10unt of money 
requested by the men's choir was mistakenly reported as $3,385. 
The actual amount requested was $384.50. 
• It is The lthacan's policy to report all errors to fact. Contact the 
news department at 274-3207. 
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Election sparks reactions Students unable 
to 'rock the vote' By Mary Wilson Ithacan Staff ELECTION RESULTS 
The campaigning has come to 
an end and the elections are over. 
Now students and faculty are talk-
ing about the results and what they 
would like to see happen over the 
next four years. 
Many faculty and staff members 
and students around campus are 
generally pleased with the re-elec-
tion of President Bill Clinton but 
are not surprised by the results. 
In addition, faculty, staff and 
students have different issues they 
hope the President will deal with. 
'Tm happy. I'm not surprised at 
all," Rachel Sais '99 said. "Hope-
fully he will do something about 
the cost of education in our coun-
try." 
Jessica Johnson '00 said, 'Tm 
glad that Clinton won. Now I want 
to see a lot of reform with grants 
and loans." 
Chrissy Casler '98 said she was 
unable to vote because her absentee 
ballot didn't arrive in the mail on 
time, but she wanted Clinton to 
win. 
"Overall, I thought he was the 
best person to run the country. I just 
hope he'll follow through with all 
his promises he made during his 
campaign," Casler said. 
"I am very pleased .. .l voted ab-
sentee ballot and I was very happy 
with the reswlts," Josh Hyatt '00 
said. "I hope he keeps going where 
he's going. He needs to go through 
two terms in order to accomplish 
what needs to be done." 
Elaine Leeder, associate profes-
sor of sociology said, "I'm glad he 
won. For me, it was a choice be-
• Democrat Susanne Davis kept 
her second ward seat on the 
Tompkins County Board of 
Representatives. 
• Republican Amory Houghton 
of Coming won his sixth term in 
Congress. 
• 74 percent of Tompkins 
County cast their ballots, as 
opposed to the typical 90 
percent of the people in the 
presidential years. 
• $1.75 billion New York 
environmental bond act was 
approved Tuesday. 
• Democrat Martin A. Luster 
won the 125th New York state 
Assembly race. 
tween tweedle dee and tweddle 
dumb. B_ut, I'm glad to see it was 
tweedle dee, instead of tweedle 
dumb." 
Leeder said she doesn't believe 
in electoral politics. She also said 
she thinks the status quo will be 
maintained. 
"I don't sec any change," she 
said. 
Stephen Lahr, assistant profes-
sor of physical therapy, said it went 
the way he anticipated. He said he 
would like Clinton to reach his goals 
on deficit control, welfare reduc-
tion and education increase. 
"Whatever he can get through 
the Republican Senate and Repub-
lican Congress and I guess control 
the views of those members. He 
does have the power to veto," he 
said. 
Jason Jones '00 said, "I never 
really knew much about Dole, but I 
didn't really like him from what I 
r-----~------,-----, 1
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All five propositions carry 
support of the City of Ithaca. 
• Proposition 1 - Reducing 
number of wards from seven to 
five 
• Proposition 2 - Council 
approved police board appoint-
ments 
• Proposition 3 - Council 
oversight of public works board 
• Proposition 4 - Reducing 
public works commissioners' 
terms to three years 
• Proposition 5 - Search 
committee requirement for some 
mayoral appointments 
heard through the grapevine. I'm 
glad Clinton won. I'd like to see 
him do something with cutting down 
on spending money and fixing the 
deficit." 
Stewart Auyash, associate pro-
fessor of health services adminis-
tration said, "I think the Republi-
cans won. They took control of the 
House, they took control of the Sen-
ate and they took the Presidency. 
The Clinton/Gingrich team won. 
I'm convinced Clinton wanted a 
Republican Congress and con-
vinced the Congress wanted a 
Democratic president." 
Gil Harris, assistant professor of 
English said, "I found the results 
depressing, but I would find it de-
pressing with whatever result. 
Shakespeare said, 'small choice 
between _rotten apples.' 
We have a choice between a 
centrus Republican and, well, a 
centrus Republican." 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
Five Ithaca College students 
were unable to vote Tuesday al-
though they had registered 
through the "Rock the Vote" 
campaign sponsored by the Ith-
aca College Politics Club. 
Scan Forman '97, president 
of the Politics Club said, "If 
people want to vote and find out 
they can't, then that is a serious 
problem." 
He said the Politics Club 
helped 253 people register to vote 
last month. 
One of the students who fi lied 
out a voter registration form and 
was unable to vote was Kathryn 
Cornelius '00. 
"I thought Rock the Vote was 
a great idea because I did not 
know what to do. I had [one of 
the volunteers] check the regis-
tration, she said I was all set," 
Cornelius said. "I even got a let-
ter reminding me when to vote." 
Cornelius was the second stu-
dent unable to cast a vote at the 
Axiom building. "I came there 
excited and left frustrated," she 
said. 
"We couldn't allow them to 
vote because we don't have their 
names as having been registered 
[in the poll book]," said Judy 
Seifert, one of the four Election 
Inspectors working at Axiom. 
"When we called the Tompkins 
County Board of Elections to 
check on them, there were no 
people registered under their 
names." 
Irene McCarthy. another elec-
tion inspector at Axiom, said there 
was a problem with the students' 
registration forms. 
Although they wanted to rcg-
isterto vote in Tompkins County, 
they were mistakenly given ab-
sentee ballot registration forms 
instead, Irene McCarthy said, 
another Election Inspector . 
"Both [students] were 18 years 
old and it was their first time 
voting," McCarthy said. "It was 
very upsetting giving them the 
news. They both had tears in their 
eyes." 
She added that the students 
were also unable lo vote by ab-
sentee ballot because they were 
not registered in any of the dis-
tricts in Tompkins County. 
McCarthy found out by call-
ing the Board of Elections that 
other students had the same prob-
lems in different voting areas. 
"The Board of Elections [of 
Tompkins County] said it has 
happened several times today. It 
is very upsetting," she said. 
Forman said that he heard 
about the students' voting prob-
lems the night of the election."I 
want to know why this happened. 
If it is on our part, then it is my 
responsibility," Forman said. 
He added that he checked each 
one of the 253 registration bal-
lots for mistakes . "If something 
was missing, I called the person 
and took care of it," he said. 
r------,------,------, 
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Calzones Franco's Style-Your choice $5.00 with free soda 
Choose from our selection or create your own. If the chef likes has it, he'll make it! And if he really likes it, he'll even name it after you! 
l. CHEESE LOUISE: ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 11. THE ZANY CHEESE BURGER: hamburger, hot pepper, ricotta. mozzarella 
2. THE STEAK OUT: thinly sliced steak. onions. rlc<:>tta and parmesan and parmesan. 
3. THE MAGIC GARDEN: broccoll, muchrooms, ricotta, mozzarella and l 2. MEGA MUSHROOM: mushroom, ricotta, mozzarella 
~rm~n M 4. RONI-RONI-RAMBONI: pepperoni, ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 13. SUPER ITIOUS: black olives. ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 
5. SERIOUSLY SAUSAGE: sausage, ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 14· GREEN MEGA MUSHROOM: spinach, mushrooms, ricotta, mozzarella 
6.CHICKV-CHICKV-BOOM CHICK: breaded chicken, ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 
and parmesan. 15. BEMO-PESTO: pesto, broccoli. ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 
7. THE CRAZY PIG: ham. bacon, ricotta, mozarella and parmesan. 16. YOU MUST BE SQUIDING: fresh calimarL ricotta. mozarella and 
8. EAT All YOUR SPINACH: spinach, ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan parmesan. 
9. FAR FROM VEGETARIAN: hamburger, ham. bacon, sausage, ricotta, 17. HAWAIIAN HIPPIE: ham, pineapple, ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 
mozzarella and parmesan. 18. PETER PIPER: sweet peppers, ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 
10. EGGPLANTATIONAL: breaded eggplant. ricotta, mozzarella 19. BACKYARD BBQ: breaded chicken, BBQ sauce, ricotta, mozzarella 
and parmesan. and parmesan. 
~------~--------~ l LARGE.! 2 LG. 
: PIE ; ·-... PIES:· I 
: 12 WINGS I 4 SODAS 
12 16 OZ. SODAS: ua 01.> ! $11.95 l $16.95 
~ EXPIRES 11/30/96 #100 ! EXPIRES 11/30/96 #100 ._ _____________ _ 
Hogan's 
Corner 
273-6006 
825 Danby Road 
Sun.. Thurs.: 11:30-1:30 AM 
Free d•ll-ry to Ithaca College, 
Cornell, Downtown and 
Collegetown 
Delivery Hours 
Friday & Saturday: 11 :30 -2:00 AM 
Wo gladly take Mastercard & Visa 
Tnx ,ncluded ,n all pnces 
r--------r----~--, 
: SMALL PIE : SMALL PIE: 
: 12 WINGS : 2 SODAS : 
: 216 OZ. SODAS : (16 OZ.) : 
: $9.50 : $5.50 : 
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TENURE 
Continued from page 1 
Roufaiel appealed Longin's de-
cision to the Faculty Personnel 
Appeals Committee (FP AC) which, 
in an Oct. 15 decision, recom-
mended that Acting Provost Mary 
Lee Seibert review the case. Whalen 
however, disagreed, saying Longin 
should review the case because he 
was provost at the time Roufaiel 
originally applied for tenure. 
Subsequently, the Board of 
Trustees denied her tenure at its 
Oct. 28 meeting, citing institutional 
need. 
Pending an appeal, Roufaiel will 
lose her job. 
Link to accreditation 
Now, in a letter to and subse-
quent interviews with The Ithacan, 
Roufaiel is claiming that institu-
tional politics rather than institu-
llonal need was the primary factor 
in her tenure decision. 
She produced documents that 
she said illustrates that the College's 
strategy guiding her tenure deci-
~10n was primarily motivated by an 
(unsuccessful) attempt to get the 
School of Business accredited. 
In fall 1994, the School of Bus1-
ne~~ was appealing the Arncncan 
Assembly of Collegiate School of 
Business (AACSB) April decision 
not to accredit the school. 
At the same time, Roufaicl was 
undergoing her tenure process. 
Roufaiel said she believes that 
the College agreed to waive her 
from the tenure cap because 11 
wanted to appear stable in a time of 
accreditation. 
According to a May 2, 1994, 
lelter to David Long, then dean of 
the School ofB usiness, Longin said 
the accounting department "will n_ot 
~ -- ' 
be expected to conform to the 75 
percent tenure density rule for the 
near future," and that Long was 
authorized to consider Roufaiel 
based "solely on merit." Longin 
also noted the importance of 
doctorally qualified faculty and "the 
critical importance of those faculty 
for AACSB accreditation." 
Afterthe School of Business was 
·notified that its appeal had been 
denied, Roufaiel claims the Col-
lege-no longer needing to meet 
strict standards---decided not to 
waive institutional need in her ten-
ure case. 
"I later realized the main scheme 
was to maintain my employment, 
to deceive me with promises that I 
had no reason to doubt, and to use 
my credential to manipulate the 
accreditation standards," Roufaiel 
wrote in her letter to The Ithacan. 
"In reality, the hidden policy was to 
hire qualified faculty-not to 
strengthen the academic programs 
but to get accredited. When [that] 
mission was not accomplished, 
those hired faculty were termi-
nated." 
Despite Longin's earlier state-
ment that her case would be de-
rnicd "~olcly on merit," he cited the 
enrollment picture and the long-
range curricular and staffing needs 
in his tenure rejection lelteron June 
6, 1995. Whalen also infonned her 
he wa~ going to issue a negative 
tenure recommendation to the 
board. 
Roufaiel appealed the decision 
to the Faculty Personnel Appeals 
Committee, which found that "in-
stitutional need" could not be used 
against her because she was not 
notified that it would be used. They 
asked Whalen to advise Longin to 
review his decision. 
Whalen overruled that decision, 
stating: "I do not agree with the 
committee's conclusion that insti-
tutional need must or could be dis-
regarded in your case." 
Roufaiel then filed a grievance 
with the All-College Grievance 
Committee on Aug. 9. 
The committee originally said 
they did not have jurisdiction over 
the case but then applied the same 
ruling as the FPAC. 
College's explanations 
In a May 10, 1996, affidavit, 
Longin stated he never had the au-
thority to waive institutional need. 
"My letter. . .instructing Dean 
Long to review [Roufaiel] based 
solely on merit was in no way in-
tended to lead plaintiff to believe 
that consideration of institutional 
needs would never be part of the 
tenure review process," Longin 
wrote in the affidavit. 
"I did not and could not make 
such a representation to [Roufaiel] 
as the Board of Trustees is the only 
entity which can waive institutional 
needs or tenure density as a tenure 
consideration," Longin wrote. 
Whalen made a similar state-
ment in an affidavit filed May 16: 
"[T]he provost was merely instruct-
ing the dean that he should make his 
recommendation based solely on 
merit and that the issue of tenure 
density would be addressed by the 
provost and myself later on in the 
process." 
Longin cited that in his letter to 
Long, he also stated that in granting 
the exception to the tenure density 
rule, the College was assuming that 
enrollment, while low, would be 
sufficient to justify the full cadre of 
faculty necessary to offer the ac-
counting curriculum. 
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May 2, 1994, memo from Provost Longin to Dean Long 
Sept. 13, 1996, letter from Longin to Roufalel 
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The future 
Now Roufaiel said she is seek-
ing several jobs but it will be diffi-
cult because she is not tenured. In 
the meantime, she will continue her 
struggle. 
Roufaiel said that while she may 
be losing the fight for her job, she is 
winning on a moral level. 
"What I learned from my expe-
rience is power of money and posi-
tion could win for a while, but in 
long run justice and ethics should 
prevail," Roufaiel said. 
Dave Maley, director of public 
infonnation, said the College had 
no comment on the suit because it is 
a personnel matter still in litigation. 
ATTENTION CHECKOUT H.Y.C.'S BEST IMPROV COMEDY! 
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STUDENTS! 
Ithaca College Policy 
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Campus Center Information 
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Some students unaware of SGA mission 
have. This is the second of two articles 
dealing with issues concerning the 
Student Government Association 
and Ithaca College. 
Committees plan events for all students "If these students have an issue, it should be brought to SGA. We 
aren't the kind of executive board 
that would tum its back on a stu-
dent," Sass said. "That isn't how 
we do business." 
By Mike Bornstein 
Ithacan Staff 
About a month ago Rashaand 
Sass '97, Student Government As-
sociation president, answered "Give 
us one month and we will be all 
over the place," in response to a 
question regarding why many stu-
dents haven't heard of SGA or what 
it has accomplished. 
"If we do our jobs right, every-
one will know us," Sass said. "We 
are students fighting to make other 
student's lives better. It is sad not to 
care." 
When asked recently if he felt 
his month-old prediction had come 
true, Sass said it had. 
"More people know about 
SGA," Sass said. "The outstanding 
turnout at the latest presidential 
search forum shows this." 
SGA had two presidential search 
forums this semester. The first, on 
Oct. 9, was attended by about 30 
students, but the second, on Oct. 
23, had about I 00 students. 
Vanessa Walts '00, who didn't 
attend either forum, about a month 
ago said she saw SGA flyers, but 
that was about it. She said she felt 
left in the dark about what SGA was 
doing and wouldn't know what to 
do if she ever needed SGA assis-
tance. 
"It could be my fault that I don't 
know much about SGA or if it re-
ally gets things done, but I do know 
that SGA isn't doing enough to 
connect with freshmen," Walts said. 
"SGA needs to do a lot more pub-
licity." 
"Its job is to represent us, the 
students, but no one knows if it does 
it or not," she said. "A special 
presentation about SGA should be 
done for freshmen. SGA is invis-
ible to the students." 
Michael Bornstein 
Ithacan Staff 
The Presidential Advisory 
Committee will attend next 
Tuesday's Student Government 
Association meeting to give a 
presentation on what the com-
mittee has done so far. 
At last Tuesday's SGA meet-
ing, Yesenia Rivera '97, vice 
president of academics, said the 
Academics Affairs Committee 
had met with almost all the deans 
of each school on campus. 
"We discussed issues that 
concern students in their per-
spective schools," Rivera said. 
The committee is putting to-
gether "Dinner with the Dean" 
She was asked if she had changed 
her mind at the end of the month. 
"I still feel the SGA is invisible 
to the students, at least to the fresh-
men," Walts said. 
Dave Redding '00, who also 
didn't attend the forums, was trying 
to begin a club on campus about a 
month ago. He said that if it wasn't 
for the budget process that each 
new club needs to go through with 
SGA, he never would have heard 
of the student leadership organiza-
tion. 
"The student needs to get out 
and find the information the student 
wants. I had no idea about how to 
begin a club until I went out and 
found out how on my own," 
Redding said. "SGA needs to be 
more public about what is going on 
in its meetings. SGA is invisible to 
the students." 
About a month later, Redding 
said his feelings haven't changed. 
"A student still needs to seek out 
SGA first," Redding said. "They 
night. 
Students will be able to sit down 
to dinner with the dean from their 
school and ask any questions they 
have. 
"We're hoping this will help 
clear up a lot of concerns students 
have about their schools," Rivera 
said. 
The Academic Affairs Commit-
tee, a SGA subcommittee, is also in 
the process of putting together a 
program with high school kids from 
downtown Ithaca. 
High school students, who are 
interested in a field that the College 
offers, will be shown what College 
life is all about by an Ithaca student. 
Jamie Pudney '98, Student Ac-
tivities Board chairperson, spoke 
won't come to you." 
A first-year student, who didn't 
go to the forums and wanted to be 
known only by his first name, 
Marcus, agreed about a month ago 
that SGA should have some kind of 
introduction for freshmen. 
"SGA seems to be around just to 
help clubs. I don't see it as a func-
tion for students who aren't in-
volved," Marcus said. 
"Now that I am involved with 
some clubs that deal with SGA, I 
have a little more understanding of 
what they do," Marcus recently said. 
"It still helps to be involved with a 
club to understand SGA, but I have 
seen more flyers." 
Lawrence Huang '99, a student 
who was on SGA last year as a 
representative for the School of Mu-
sic, said SGA is visible to students, 
but students don't realize it. "It is a 
part of the College where students 
can do things alone without help." 
Huang said students don't real-
ize that SGA could be used to dis-
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS. 
tuition, most books and 
fees, plus$150perschool 
month. They also pay off 
with leadership experi-
ence and officer creden-
If you're a freshman or 
sophomore with good 
grades.apply now for a 
three-year or two-year 
scholarship from Army 
ROTC.ArmyROTC --~--
scholarships pay 
tials impressive to 
future employers. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, call Cornell Anny ROTC at 255-4000 
on the Intelligently Navigating 
Volunteer Opportunities and 
Leadership Values for the Edu-
cationally Determined program 
(INVOLVED). INVOLVED 
helps first-year students partici-
pate in a variety of activities on 
campus. 
The 50 members of IN-
VOLVED break off into groups 
of IO and discuss events they 
have been to on campus. 
Each group is lead by a first-
year peer leader. 
"INVOLVED gets students 
involved in a direct way," Pudney 
said. "The program is designed 
to give students resources to 
many organizations on campus 
and focus on their goals." 
cuss student concerns and get things 
done to help the students. SGA has 
done the best job it can to try to 
reach students, Huang said. 
"More students will respond to 
SGA when the student is a senior 
instead of freshman," Huang said. 
"Seniors know their way around 
and freshmen are still trying to get 
used to everything else the College 
has to offer before they think about 
SGA." 
Sass responded to some of these 
complaints. He urged these students 
to take a look at the new equipment 
in the Hill Center and to look at the 
Office of Minority Affairs, both 
things that were pushed through 
with the help of SGA. 
"These students need to do more 
digging," Sass said. "SGA needs to 
see that things are getting out to the 
public, but any student who seeks 
the information will plainly see that 
SGA has done things." 
Sass said that councils do the 
best they can with the players they 
Sass said that a lot of thing~ arc 
going on that students will never 
understand about SGA and that stu-
dents have their own agendas. 
"It is better if students don't know 
I am the president of SGA. I can 
come to them and ask how the stu-
dent feels about a concern as a stu-
dent and not always as the SGA 
president," Sass said. 
Catherine Henry '98, vice presi-
dent of communications, said the 
executive board members will ask 
students how everything 1s, but the 
students don't realize how easy it is 
to talk to them. 
"Some students think we just sit 
around and don't talk about issues 
that effect every student on cam-
pus," Henry said. "Students should 
realize that there are new members 
on SGA every year, and these mem-
bers may be open to ideas that 
weren't open before." 
Henry said information about 
SGA is distributed to the students 
by newsletters, an SGA home page 
and bulletin boards, and students 
can send concerns directly to SGA 
via e-mail. 
"These things are easy for a stu-
dent to find," Henry said. "There 
are a big number of students on this 
campus, and the campus is always 
going to have uninformed people. 
We aren't going to get everyone." 
Henry said she wants to con-
tinue to get the word out, and as 
long as things are efficient, it will 
happen. 
"There are students who will 
want to know and certain students 
that don't know, butdon'tcare any-
way," Henry said. "It is hard to get 
in their faces and tell them what is 
going on is affecting them." 
BETHEL GROVE 
BIBLE CHURCH 
1763 Slaterville Road (Rt. 79E), Ithaca 
277-3333, 
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL CHRIST-CENTERED 
CHURCH SERVING COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS 
Nonformal Worship Service 
Educational Opportunities 
(Nursery-Adult) 
Traditional Worship Service 
8:30 a.m. 
9:45a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
Students from Ithaca College who need a ride 
to a worship service and/or educational hour, 
please call the church office at 277-3333. 
c~ SAM'S WINE & SPIRITS \f !tr Open: M,T,W,TH,SAT 10-9 . _· 
~ FRil~l0 · 
• Foreign & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
• Low prices on a variety of liquors 
126 S. Cayuga St. "Next to the Ritz" 272-4784 
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College committee updates policy on AIDS 
By Peter Schmohl 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College Committee 
on Aids Education and Policy has 
updated its current Policy on AIDS 
to ensure the continued compliance 
of new information and medical 
facts regarding the virus, said Presi-
dent James J. Whalen in a letter to 
the Ithaca College community. 
The College established the 
Policy on AIDS in 1988 to provide 
education about the HIV and AIDS 
viruses. 
The policy also protects the rights 
ofmdividuals who arc infected with 
the virus, Whalen wrote in the let-
tcr. 
"As with any college policy, ll 1s 
constantly being reviewed to make 
sure it's taking the latest available 
information," said David Maley, 
director of public information. "All 
of our policies take into account the 
law as well as rules and regulations 
that will work good at Ithaca Col-
lege." 
The addition to the Policy on 
AIDS states that Ithaca College rec-
ognizes that the HIV infection, HIV-
related illness and AIDS arc dis-
abilities covered by federal, state 
and local statutes. 
Nancy Pringle, vice-president 
and college attorney, said it is com-
mon to review policy statements 
and to address any issues or ques-
tions people have on the current 
AIDS policy. 
"As the college attorney you 
make sure the policies comply with 
New York State and Federal laws," 
Pringle said. 
To secure an ongoing effort to 
stay in touch with the AIDS issue, 
Ithaca College, like many other 
colleges and universities across the 
country, looks to the American 
College Health Association for 
guidance. 
"They have recommended each 
college and university to look at 
certain issues, and emphasized the 
development of educational initia-
tives to stop the spreading of AIDS," 
said Brian McArcc, chairman of 
the committee on AIDS education 
and policy. 
In order to educate and raise 
awareness about the AIDS virus, 
the College created the Committee 
on AIDS Education and Policy. 
The members of the committee 
arc made up of faculty, staff and 
students from all different areas of 
the College, said Susanne Morgan, 
associate professor of sociology. 
"It is important that the school 
has a good cross-section," Maley 
said. 
Rashaand Sass, a student on the 
committee and president of the stu-
dent government said he will try 
make the Student Congress aware 
of any information that he learns 
from the committee. 
"In the future the committee will 
hold workshops and meetings that 
will educate the college commu-
nity on the AIDS policy," Sass said. 
Educating the college commu-
nity about AIDS is an important 
goal of the committee. 
"The effort to get the policy out 
to every individual on this campus 
is an educational effort," said Rory 
Rothman, director of the offices 
of residential life and judicial af-
fairs. 
Education aid to increase Canned food drive 
to aid county needy By Jennifer Battista 
Ithacan Staff 
The new budget for the 1997 
fiscal year from President Bill 
Clinton and the Republican Con-
gress means good news for stu-
dents. 
On Sept. 30, Congress and 
the White House agreed on a 
budget that contains an addi-
tional $3.5 billion more for edu-
cation than the 1996 fiscal bud-
get. 
The budget calls for an 
increase in funding for federal 
scholarship programs from $29 
million to $39 million. Also 
provided for in the budget arc 
national service programs, such 
a-; AmcriCorps. 
This increase in education 
spending is a step toward a White 
House goal of$ I billion in funding 
by the end of the century. 
This budget has sparked vary-
ing reactions from different areas 
of politics and education. 
"We've increased education 
spending off the board," Rep. Randy 
Cunningham (R-Calif.), who voted 
for the budget, told the College 
Press Service. 
Some members of Congress 
aimed criticism at colleges' and 
universities' financial practices. 
They said that the nation should ask 
the presidents of colleges and uni-
versities why their costs, which arc 
up nearly 300 percent during the 
past IO years, arc so out of control. 
Local Congressman Maurice 
Hinchey strongly backs funding to 
increase access to education. 
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"Congressman Hinchey sup-
ports higher education funding 
100 percent," said Eric Smith, 
press secretary for Maurice 
Hinchey. 
Larry Chambers, director of 
financial aid at Ithaca College, 
is pleased with the increased 
education spending. 
"We've just come off a year 
where there was a government 
shutdown. There were many 
cutbacks in the budget, but we've 
recouped," Chambers said. "In 
my opinion, we're not where we 
need to be, but any increase in 
funds for students is a step in the 
right direction." 
Chambers said he thinks this 
budget will help students at 
Ithaca College, as well as stu-
dents nationwide. 
By Alessandra Menasce 
Ithacan Staff 
Two Ithaca College students will 
sponsor a canned food drive from 
Sunday, Nov. 10, through Sunday, 
Nov. 17. All donations will go to 
the Tompkins County Economic 
Opportunity Center (EOC). 
Amy Ballantyne '97 said the 
food drive emerged from a sugges-
tion for a community service project 
in her "Issues and the News" cla<;s. 
Although Gary LaPlante '97 is 
not in Ballantyne's class,,he de-
cided he would help her organize 
the drive. "There arc a lot of people 
struggling and utilizing the food 
banks at this time of the year," 
LaPlantc said. 
Ballantyne said that Tompkins 
County offers many opportunities 
to students, and in return they should 
give something back to the commu-
nity. 
Ballantyne said she expects to 
fill at least 30 boxes of food. She 
added that people should donate 
nutritious food items such as canned 
tuna fish and macaroni and cheese. 
The food drive will be held in the 
television and study lounges of 
Emerson Hall and the stairwells of 
the Garden Apartments. Through-
out the week, the College commu-
nity is encouraged to make dona-
tions, she said. 
TheEOChascxistedsincc 1991, 
and last year it provided food for 
2,796 people, said Audrey Maine, 
community service assistant of the 
EOC. 
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Dining crowds anger students 
By Erin Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
You have a class at I: IO p.m., and you 
arc starving. Once you get to Egbert Union 
Dining Hall, there is a line stretching into 
the snack bar. Finally when you enter, the 
food lines arc enormous and you must 
wait until a table is available. But, by the 
time you find one, it's time to go to class. 
Although there are three dining halls 
on campus, many students decide to eat in 
the Union Dining Hall, said Don Nilson, 
Union Dining Hall manager. 
But the students who decide to eat at 
the Union usually face overcrowding since 
the dining hall has trouble accommodat-
ing the massive amount of students. 
"It's a pain in the butl because you'll 
stand in line for 20 minutes just to wait for 
people to leave," Trish Cappelo '00 said. 
"We're paying all this money for our 
meals and we have to wait." 
Nilson said the overcrowding is caused 
by the high number of student patrons. He 
said that the Union sometimes serves over 
1,300 students for each meal time, exclud-
ing breakfast. 
In comparison, the Terrace Dining Hall 
serves approximately 500 to 700 students 
for dinner daily, said Nancy Sgroi, chef 
managerofthc Terraces Dining Hall. And 
Howard McCullough, director of dining 
services, said the Towers Dining Hall 
serves about 350 people for dinner. 
McCullough said the Union serves 
more students because it is centrally lo-. 
cated around their classes and donnito-
nes. 
Many students added that they prefer 
the wide array of food options atthe Union 
Dining Hall. 
"We have to stand and wait a couple of 
minutes to sit down at a table," Maya Roth 
'OOsaid. "Wewantarelaxingdinnersome-
The Ithacan / Elizabeth Barrett 
Students patiently wait in long lines to 
enter the Egbert Dining Hall. 
times." 
Valerie Ristas '00 agrees. "It gets frustrat-
ing if you 're with a group of friends and you 
have to split up to sit down," she said. 
McCullough said the College is aware of 
the problem, but they have not found a solu-
tion to the overcrowding. 
Sometimes students are turned away at 
the door when overcrowding occurs. 
"It is unfortunate that we need to stop 
people coming into Egbert Dining Hall," 
McCullough said. 
Janice Lindsley '99 said the Union Din-
ing Hall is especially busy during the noon 
lunch hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays be-
cause classes do not meet and more students 
are available to eat lunch. 
McCullough said that during these busy 
times, it is impossible for everybody on cam-
pus to eat at the same time. 
For safety reasons, McCullough said the 
Ma99ie ·s 
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maximum capacity nf ~tudenb cannot in-
crease. 
To avoid dining hall rush hour~. ~ome 
students said they decided to change their 
eating hahits. 
Katie Donovan '00 said that the din mg 
hall runs out of food during husy times, so 
she cats during off hours. 
Some students go out of their way Lo 
avoid waiting in lines. 
"I don't go there during lunch even 
though it's closer to my cla~ses because of 
the overcrowding," Marcus Folch '00 said. 
Colin Hill '99 said that he docs not like 
waiting in lines, so he' II cat before or after 
the crowd. 
"It's a hassle, especially when you have 
things to do," he said. "You should be able 
to get food when you want." 
Hill said that the College should build 
another dining hall in the campus quad. 
Dara Soerber '00 said the Union Din-
ing Hall should extend their hours so stu-
dents will not have to adhere to the rigid 
time schedule. 
However, Riley said he is unsure if the 
problem can be solved. 
'Tm not sure if there's anything they 
can do," he said. 
Nilson has looked into installing 
barstools with a countertop to scat more 
students, but he said: "the fire marshal 
said we couldn't fit more people into this 
dining hall. I tried,.but it didn't work out." 
'There's not much I can do," Nilson 
said. "Any more changes are up to the 
College." 
Nilson said one solution to spread out 
the lunch hour rush is for the College to 
hold classes during the noon break on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
"We may start advertising other dining 
halls' specialties, but the students would 
rather wait in line than go to another 
dining hall," he said. 
7:30 KfJllle Addms: John Coyne 
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Roy Park's 
daughter 
new trustee 
By Ithacan Staff 
A pron11ncnt member of the local commu-
nity was elected to the Board of Trustee~ 
during the board's meeting~ last month. 
Adelaide Gomer, a trustee of the Park 
Foundation, which recently gave a $10 mil-
hon bequest to the College, will follow in the 
footsteps of her father, the late Roy H. Park. 
who was a 20-year member of the board and 
fonner chairperson. 
"Ms. Gomer brings a tremendous amount 
of experience in different aspects of educa-
tion to the board," said Bonnie Gordon, vice 
president of college relations and develop-
ment. 
Gomer taught reading and special educa-
tion programs in New York State and Vir-
ginia besides working in various positions at 
Cornell University and Rochester Institute of 
Technology. She also worked in public rela-
tions and advertising finns. 
Besides her experience in education, 
Gomer will bring another local angle to the 
board. 
"She also brings an important dimension 
of the local community to the board," Gordon 
said. "We have been blessed to have promi-
nent members of the local community serve 
on the board. That is always important to a 
college or university." 
Having local citizens serve as trustees 
helps with college-community relations, Gor-
don said. 
College President James J. Whalen said, 
"We are very pleased she has accepted the 
appointment to the board. Her dad worked 
with the College and enjoyed it very much. 
With her educational background, she will 
make many contributions to the board." 
-- --------------
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CAMPUS SAFETY LOG · · 
FRIDAY, OCT. 25 - THURS- the student's absence between activated pull boxes on the ground • A staff member was transported 
DAV, OCT. 31, 1996 8:30 and 11 :30 p.m. this date. and second floors. to Cayuga Medical Center by 
Bangs Ambulance from the 
Anyone with any information Saturday, Oct. 26 Sunday, Oct. 27 Towers Concourse after becom-
regarding these entries is encour- ing ill. 
aged to contact the Office of • A staff member reported • A student was transported to 
Campus Safety. Unless other- damage to the wall between Cayuga Medical Center by Bangs • A student was referred judicially 
wise specified, all reported rooms 313 and 315 of Terrace 5. Ambulance after being located in after being located within a 
incidents remain under investiga- The damage occurred between an academic area in an intoxi- residence hall in an intoxicated 
tion. 8:00 p.m. and midnight on cated condition.The student was condition and for causing damage 
Oct. 25. also referred judicially for the to a light fixture in the residence 
Friday, Oct. 25 incident. hall. 
• A student was transported to 
• A student reported receiving a the Health Center for treatment of • A student reported that some- Wednesday, Oct. 30 
harassing/annoying message a head laceration suffered in a fall one had tampered with their 
written on their residence hall near Terrace 5. computer and had placed viruses • Two students were referred 
room memo board on the first in the computer. judicially in separate incidents of 
floor of Bogart Hall. • A student reported being possessing marijuana and drug 
harassed during a roommate Monday, Oct. 28 paraphernalia within residence 
• A student was transported from dispute in a residence hall. The hall rooms. 
Garden Apartment 27 to the incident was referred to Residen- • Residents of a room on the 
Health Center after becoming ill. tial Life. second floor of Emerson Hall • A staff member reported that a 
reported what appeared to be a carpet and message board near 
• A staff member reported the • The windshield of a student's used condom placed on the door room 115 in Hood Hall appeared 
theft of cash from a Rowland Hall vehicle was broken while the knob of their residence hall room to have been set on fire. lnvesti-
Area Office between Oct. 23 and vehicle was parked in S lot door. gation is continuing. 
this date. overnight. 
• A student was referred judicially • A student was referred judicially 
• The Ithaca Fire Department • A student was referred judicially for harassing and threatening for altering a parking permit and 
responded to Bogart Hall for a fire for violation of the alcohol policy another student within a residence license plate of their vehicle while 
alarm. The alarm was a result of a after hosting a party in their hall. the vehicle was parked on 
maliciously discharged fire residence hall room. campus. 
extinguisher. Tuesday, Oct. 29 
• The Ithaca Fire Department Thursday, Oct. 31 
• A student reported that their responded to Terrace 8 for a fire • A staff member reported that 
residence hall room door had alarm. Cause of the alarm was someone keyed a College vehicle • Five students were referred 
been maliciously damaged during determined to be maliciously parked near Bogart Hall. judicially after they placed 
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IRONICALL~ THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
Lllffi YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
Can't afford to save for retirement? The truth is, you can't afford not to. 
Not when you realize that your retirement 
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You 'II want 
to live at least as comfortably then as you 
do now. And that takes planning. 
By starting to save now, you can take 
advantage of tax deferral and give your 
money time to compound and grow. 
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month 
beginning at age 30 and you can accumulate 
over $172, I 09° by the time you reach age 65. 
But wait ten years and you'll have to budget 
$219 each month to reach the same goal. 
Even if you're not counting the years to 
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF 
to help you build the future you deserve-
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred 
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal 
service that spans 75 years. 
Over 1.8 million people in education and 
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of 
their list for retirement planning. Why not 
join them? 
Call today and learn how simple it is to 
build a secure tomorrow when you have time 
and TIAA-CREF working on your side. 
Start plannillfj your future. Call our Enrollmmt Hotline al I 800 842-2888. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."" 
0A.uunung an ,ntur.,/ ra/t of 7% crrtltlrJ /11 TIAA &lirtnunl Annulliu Thu raft IJ u.,rtl ,,,,/,ly lo .,1x, ... tlx pow"trantl r//rd of conrpounJing. l.11.1u•rr or big/xr ralu u'OUliJ 
pn>Jua wry tl,lfcrrnl ruulu. CREF arlif1&4ltJ arr Ji.,trihut,J by TIM-CREF lnJi,iJua/ and /ru/1/utimu,/ 5,,.,,,,., 
• 
possessions of another student in 
the hallway of a residence hall. 
• A staff member reported 
locating a coat hanger stuck 
within the vending machine in the 
vending area of Landon Hall. 
• A staff member reported that 
someone accessed their office 
computer located on the third floor 
of the New Science Building after 
normal business hours on Oct. 30. 
• The Ithaca Fire Department 
responded to Terrace 11 for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was 
determined to be a smoke 
detector activated by some 
burned food in the first floor 
kitchen. 
Safety Tip 
Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol 
(SASP) members, security 
officers and patrol officers are 
available to accompany any 
member of the campus 
community to and from any 
campus location between 7:00 
p.m. and 7:00 a.m. In order to 
obtain an escort, call the Office of 
Campus Safety (ext. 3333) by any 
regular campus telephone or by 
activating any blue-light or indoor 
red emergency telephone. 
..,. Handlooined 100% 
- cotton tablecloths, 
-. bedspreads, rag rugs 
anddhuntes 
House of Shalimar 
142 The Commons 
Ithaca NY 14850 • 273-7939 
open everyday 
MARYLAUPPE 
M.S., C.S.W. 
Psychotherapy 
Short & Long Term 
Convenient IC location 
Tel: (607) 277-2159 
E-mail: Mlauppe@aol.com 
eiil-A-Sp 
Free delivery to 
your home or dorm 
I 
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THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
Downsizing review 
needed by College 
In October 1994, Ithaca College President James J. Whalen 
announced a four-year plan to cut faculty, staff and administrative 
positions because of projected enrollment decreases. 
The College is now·entering the third year of that downsizing 
process. Indeed, jobs have been cut and·others have been permanently 
vacated as a result of. a retirement incentives. These developments 
have helped the College to reduce its budget. 
At the same time, however, enrollment has stabilized and some 
areas of the College have grown. 
With this combination of cuts and growth, the College needs to 
assess the overall impact downsizing has had. But at this point, no 
formal review process has been implemented. 
The increased workload that downsizing has created for faculty and 
staff members is becoming a growing concern. Earlier this year, a group 
of faculty sent a memo to College administrators about these concerns. 
Specifically, they were upset by a plan to shift senior exit interview 
responsibilities from the registrar's office to faculty, citing this move as 
part of a general trend of "unwise downsizing." They asked how the 
College can expect them to promote educational excellence when they 
are' given many administrative tasks. 
The College delayed the shift in responsibilities for two years to 
give faculty time to prepare, but professors are still worried about the 
impact of this eventual shift on their academic commitments. 
Whalen dismissed these concerns, saying "the suggestion that the 
restructuring has done damage to the institution is simply not so." 
Whalen may be correct in his defense, but how can ha be sure 
without a formal institutional analysis of the impact of downsizing? 
Currently, some review does take place within departments, but an 
overall appraisal is essential to deal with sweeping changes such as the 
one involving senior exit interviews. 
With such an impact study, the College can enter the final phases 
of downsizing with a clear vision, and it can prepare employees for the 
future. In addition, the College's new president will need a formal 
review evaluating the number of cuts and the impact of these cuts in 
every department when he or she takes over this summer. 
Most importantly, an overall downsizing analysis will enable the 
College to ensure its academic integrity, which is any educational 
institution's most important quality. 
Cortaca feud r~ges on 
Separated by just 25 minutes of scenic driving, Ithaca College and 
Cortland State will renew Central New York's "Tale of Two Cities" for 
the 55th time this Saturday at Cortland State's Carl "Chugger" Davis 
Field. Rivalries are beautiful things, but sometimes for the wrong 
reasons. 
Ithaca is stereotyped by Cortland as a school attended by rich 
spoiled brats who only care about how much money mommy and daddy 
have. The opposite stereotype exists atop South Hill. Cortland students 
are seen as too dumb and too poor to attend such a fine institution of 
higher learning as Ithaca College. 
For the most part, both are wrong. Both schools, Cortland more so, 
are attended with people of all types of backgrounds. 
But what brings these schools together is football. 
The battle will be waged Saturday on the field, in the stands and 
who knows where else in Cortland. At stake, playoff implications aside, 
are only bragging rights. A year from now, those rights will be worth as 
much as a "Bob Dole in '96" campaign sticker. 
But, oh, what a sweet year it will be for the winner. 
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LETTERS 
AREAL protest was poorly 
suited to situation at hand 
In regards to the recent article, 
"Protest Ends in Violence," I am 
left wondering if there is a better 
way to get one's point across rather 
than yelling at perspective custom-
ers, harassing innocent McDonald's 
workers, and getting run over by 
cars. Attacking in this manner (on 
the wrong day of a nationwide 
event) a single McDonald's in one 
small town is not going to achieve 
the eradication of the slaughtering 
ofanimals, if that is whatAREAL's 
goal is. If the· goal· is to shut down 
the McDonald's through this ac-
tion, in the long run, the same 
amount of meat is going to be pro-
duced and just sent to some other 
town. One is not going to be able to 
achieve any goals if you are killed 
by some voracious guy wanting a 
hamburger. I think the big· picture 
in the situation is not being seen 
here: Mr. Burgerlover drives up, 
wanting a hamburger, something 
he has been doing every day, and 
secs a bunch of ranting animal rights 
people telling him to eat veggie 
burgers. His mind is not going to all 
of the sudden click and say, "Oops, 
I guess I better eat veggie burgers 
instead." It is no different than forc-
ing ·your opinions onto somebody, 
without choice. Situations like this 
give a bad name to other groups 
trying to do something about the 
preservation of animals. If all Mr. 
Burgerlover sees is this kind of 
behavior when dealing with animal 
rights, and if he is willing to run 
somebody over to get his meal, he is 
going to go out and eat IO times as 
many burgers just out of spite. His 
cars will be closed to any further 
education on the subject. I guess I 
am just wondering what the goals 
of this situation were and wonder 
why heads of corporations, or 
people actually doing the cruel acts 
were not the target of the protest. I 
am just saying, there are different 
ways of dealing with things than 
forcing opinions in the wrong di-
rection. 
Kristina Snook '96 
Humanities and Sciences 
McDonalds protest was not a 
true form of passive resistance 
You may think that the recent 
demonstration at McDonald's by 
AREAL, the Ithaca College Ani-
mal Rights Group, was a model of 
peaceful civil disobedience, if you 
believed what you read in last 
week's Ithacan article. 
Anyone who knows anything 
about civil disobedience knows that 
this was not-the case. Martin Luther 
King Jr., master of the art of civil 
disobedience, says in his "Letter 
from Birmingham Jail" that "one 
has a moral responsibility to dis-
obey unjust laws." His basis for 
disobeying laws rests on the fact 
that they are unjust. 
AREAL members would argue 
that the treatment of the cattle, and 
the deforestation that South Ameri-
can pastoralists cause in order to 
clear grazing areas, represents an 
unjust practice McDonald's sup-
ports. I would agree with them. 
However, none of that has any-
thing to do with violating laws for-
bidding the blockage of the en-
trance to a public place. No one 
would say that law is unjust, and 
thus no one would have the right to 
violate it, under the direction of 
civil disobedience. If instead of a 
McDonald's we consider protest-
ers blocking the entrance to an abor-
tion clinic, liberals may begin to 
gain perspective on the problem. 
But let us forget for a moment 
that AREAL had no justification for 
disobeying this law. They still 
crossed the line by forcing peopk to 
choose between running them over, 
or remaining in the middle of a lane 
on busy Route 13. If the protest had 
not ended in "violence," it could 
have just as easily ended with a 
serious automobile accident, caus-
ing far more injury than scrapes and 
a broken leg. AREAL should be 
glad they didn't cause a death 
through their irresponsible, unjusti-
fied behavior. 
James Sharp 
Biology '98 
itECYCLE 
NOVEMBER 7, 1996 
Rules concerning Web 
copyrights are complex 
Several important issues in Cole Louison' s 
Oct. 31, 1996, article in The ltlzaca11 entitled 
"Copyrights for WWW arc not difficult to 
obtain" need to be clarified. Contrary to the 
headline of the article, obtaining permission 
for use of articles on the Web is much more 
difficult than simply making the requests. 
The majority of publishers the library has 
contacted to obtain permission to place course 
reserve articles on the W cb have denied such 
permission. This has been true even when 
the publisher has granted permission to make 
photocopies of the same materials for tradi-
tional paper format course reserves. 
The "fair use" guidelines mentioned arc 
not Ithaca College guidelines but rather 
guidelines that arc part of Section I 07 of 
Title 17 of the U.S. Code. An important 
piece of electronic fair use guidelines not 
mentioned in the article is the need to restrict 
access to copyrighied materials to a specific 
audience. For example, electronic course 
reserve materials would need to be restricted 
to class members only. 
And, finally, obtaining a reprint may oc-
casionally be possible in lieu of photocopy 
reproductions, making it unnecessary to re-
quest permission to use the article since the 
library has purchased and owns the reprint; 
this docs not mean, however, that the reprint 
can then be reproduced at will without copy-
right permission. 
We appreciate the role of The lthaca11 in 
educating the campus community in the im-
portance of compliance to the Federal Copy-
right Law. Needless to say, there arc an 
infinite number of complexities that even the 
legal community has not been able to pin 
down. 
Barbara UchtorlT 
Circulation Librarian, IC Library 
Chantelle Keller 
Webmaster, ACCS 
Libertarian party grows 
stronger through def eat 
Just as I wa'> about to write off The lthaca11 
as yet another newspaper that deliberately 
ignored all political candidates except for 
the "Big Two," I read page seven of last 
week's issue. I was extremely pleased to see 
the inclusion of the Libertarian and Green 
Party candidates in your Election '96 cover-
age. As a member of the Libertarian Party, 
which is the third largest political party in the 
United States, it has been very frustrating 
over the past year to realize that although the 
size of the party warrants attention, the me-
dia blatanly ignores all parties except for the 
Republicans, the Democrats, and occasion-
ally Ross Perot's upstart, the Reform Party. 
Thank you for helping the people oflthaca to 
realize that there were more than just two or 
three choices out there for President ,r our 
fine country. Although Harry Browne did 
not win this time, the number of votes he 
received, as well as the fact that he was on the 
ballot in all SO states, shows that the Libertar-
ian Party is indeed a force to be reckoned 
with, and hopefully, come Election 2000, the 
media will come to its senses and give the 
Libertarian Party the press coverage that it 
deserves. 
Christopher J. Blechschmidt 
Television-Radio '97 
YOUit OPINION 
COUNTS. 
Every week, only in the Ithacan 
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THEITHACANINQUIRER . 
"If you could witness any historical event, 
what would it be?" 
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Sarah Anderson 
Psychology '99 
"The assassination of JFK." 
Mary Pultorak 
Biology '99 
"Man landing on the moon." 
Steve Oliver 
Anthropology '99 
"Nixon resigning." 
Chris DiCocco 
Business Management '00 
"Lou Gehrig's big speech." 
Adam Lewis 
Exploratory '00 
"Los Angeles riots." 
The ITHACAN 
Th,, ... , ... ,papa for th, !thaw Collrxr Cmrmunuy Photos by Brian Barber 
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Applications for Editor in Chief 
of 
The Ithacan 
are available in Park Hall room 326, and are due by noon on Friday, Nov. 15, 1996. 
Applicants will be interviewed by the Board of Student Publications on Monday, Dec. 2, 1996. 
y 
You are invited 
... to attend the Board of Student Publications meeting to ask questions of the candidates. The board, an advisory body to 
The Ithacan and The Cayugan, also will be available to hear questions or concerns about those publications. The meeting 
will be at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Dec. 2, in the Klingenstein Lounge of the Campus Center. 
Questions? Contact J. Michael Serino, Manager of Student Publications, at 274-1036. 
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7/i a lime when 
mos/ sludenls are 
p/annin9 whal 
classes lo la.he 
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some sludenls are 
plann.1n9 /he 
res/ of /heir fives. 
By Dayna Goldberg 
Ithacan Staff 
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Picture this: you are walking 
down a stone path hand in hand 
with the one you love. You are on 
cloud nine, the sun is shining, the 
birds arc chirping and life is won-
derful. Just when you think you 
could not be any happier, your part-
ner stops and points out one of the 
stones. The stone reads, "Hunny-
Wi 11 you marry me? Love, 
Poohbear." 
The Ithacan / Devin Mack 
Although national statistics say people are getting married later In life, many Ithaca College students 
are already planning this part of their future, sustaining engagements throughout their college years. 
As the tears well up in your eyes, 
you look down to sec the man you 
love on his knees with a sparkling 
diamond ring in his hand waiting to 
place it on your finger. 
Does this sound like a fairy talc? 
For Emily Weiland '99, this was a 
reality. Her fiance Jason proposed 
to her in front of the Magic King-
dom in DisneyWorld. Talk about 
your dreams coming true. 
In a time where college students 
are having a hard time trying to 
decide what classes to take next 
semester, some students have al-
ready mapped out the rest of their 
lives. 
"While other 
women's first marriages were 26.7 
and 24.5, respectively. In 1974, the 
study showed the median age for 
men to be 23.1 and for women 21.1. 
This study shows that in fact the 
ages are increasing as time 
progresses. 
Perhaps it is just that people are 
beginning to get engaged earlier 
and keeping longer engagements. 
"Right now, I couldn't even 
fathom the idea of being engaged," 
Kelly Brett '99 said. "I think I am 
way too young and not mature 
enough." 
"Because of divorce and break-
ups, I want to know the person I am 
going to marry so well that I know 
I will want to spend the rest of my 
life with him," Brett said. 
However, others like Krenis can-
not see her future without her fiance. 
She and Peck have 
people arc juggling 
clubs, classes and 
jobs, I am juggling 
Ben, classes and 
Ben," said Erica 
Krenis '98, who 
has been engaged 
for three months. 
Ben Peck, her 
"While other people 
are juggling clubs, 
classes and jobs, I 
am juggling Ben, 
classes and Ben. " 
talked a lot about 
the future, she said. 
"We have al-
ready decided how 
many kids we are 
going to have, their 
names, William 
Abraham and -Erica Krenis '98 
fiance, is a '96 graduate of Ithaca 
College. 
More and more people seem to 
be getting engaged at the college 
level, which is raising a few eye-
brows as well as questions of why. 
Arc these students really too 
youne to get engaged'? 
"I don't think that it is the age 
that matters but the level of matu-
rity of the two individuals," Allison 
MacLagger '99 said. 
Elaine Leeder, associate profes-
sor of sociology, said early mar-
riage is a myth. 
"Getting married in your early 
20s fulfills a need but is not realis-
tic," she said. "Statistically speak-
ing, 50 percent of all marriages end 
in divorce. Therefore, people should 
make sure they know what they are 
doing before they get into a mar-
riage." 
Sylvia Esther, what 
kinds of cars we will have, and I 
really want to adopt a little Chinese 
girl and name her Mimi," Krcnis 
said. "When you are engaged you 
have reason to talk about the fu-
ture." 
Weiland has been with her fiancc 
Jason for four years and met him 
through mutual friends. 
A year ago, she never thought 
she would be engaged. In fact, they 
had broken up due to Emily'~ ar-
rival at college. but they soon real-
ized they belonged together 
"I can't picture mysclfw1th any-
body else," Weiland said. '·Jam the 
'mommy type,' so I knew I would 
be married right out of college." 
Krcnis, who is from Mas~achu-
setts, met her fiancc here at Ithaca 
College. He lived in 1200 East 
Tower and she in 1300. 
because I was always with him, and 
it was hard to manage my time," 
Krenis said. "But it is also hard this 
year because I always want to call, 
write or talk to him." 
Communication is the key to 
both Weiland's and Krcnis' rela-
tionships, although it can get a bit 
expensive, they said. 
They visit each other as often as 
possible, but because both of their 
relationships are long-distance, e-
mail, letters and phone calls be-
come their direct connections to 
their fianccs. 
Weiland sees Jason over all 
breaks and every day over the sum-
mer, but the phone is their major 
link while she is away, she said. 
They write letters often and talk on 
the phone three times a week for 
two hours each time. 
Weiland said she has the Sprint 
nine-cents-a-minute card, which 
saves her money. Her average 
phone bill is about $100, she said. 
"W c have so much trouble hang-
ing up the phone," she said. "We 
have to say, 'Ready? 1,2,3, I love 
you,' and then hang up." 
Krenis sees Peck every two 
weeks but communicates with him 
in other ways. 
They e-mail every day and 
through a new technological com-
munication called Speakfree, which 
allows them to sec each other 
through a video camera and talk 
through the computer, she said. This 
device cost about $150. 
Emily Nurkin '99 is a huge be-
liever in fate. Technology also 
played a key role in her love con-
nGCtion. 
Over the ~ummer, ~he s,ud she 
met the man of her dream~ over 
America Online. She met him in 
person soon after and kncv, 11 was 
meant to he. 
Although they arc not engaged, 
Nu1k111 knows she wants to marry 
her boyfriend Gary. 
spend the rest ofmy life with him." 
Gary is 24 and lives in Virginia. 
They see each other every other 
weekend. 
Gary is not Jewish, which poses 
some problems for her parents, but 
Nurkin said he is willing to convert 
if he has to. 
Krcnis' and Weiland's parents 
also had concerns about these early 
engagements. Both said the main 
concern of their parents was comple-
tion of school. 
"My dad approves and so do 
Ben's parents, as long as 
I finish college and get a 
job," Krcnis said. "As 
long as I keep up with my 
responsibilities, my dad 
will be happy." 
Many students feel en-
gagement during college 
docs not pose a problem. 
"If you are in love 
that'sgreat," Mindy 
Kiennan '99 said. 
"But, you should 
wait until you 
are out of school 
and then if you 
arc still in love, 
go for it." 
In both 
cases, 
the en-
gag c d 
students plan on 
long engagements. 
Krcnis plans on 
a summer '98 wcd-
dmg and Wciland's 
tentative date is 
March 26, 2000. 
A long engagement i~ to make 
sure that it is the right thing to do. 
Weiland said. 
Cheating is not a concern tor 
either student. 
Krcms said ~he knows Ped. 
would never cheat JUS! by the way 
he acts towards her. Weiland fceh 
the same and said she doesn · t e\ en 
have temptation. 
"The key to any long d1~tance 
relationship 1s trust, especially an 
engagement,·· Weiland ~aid. "l f you 
don't have that, thmgs will fall 
apart." 
Still, many ~tudent~ cannot ~L'e 
themselves in the shoes of the~e 
betrothed women. 
"You never knov, what cbe 1~ 
going to come along," Ja~on Carr 
'99 said. 
"You ~houldn' t be pmncd down 
to one person at such a young age. 
College is a time to meet people and 
find out who you are compatible 
with," he said. 
Jason Kucma '00 has a similar 
view. "At first I think it is pretty 
stupid because this is college and 
you should experience people," he 
said. "But if you can prove that you 
want to spend the rest of your life 
with this person, more power to 
you." 
Krcnis docs know she wants to 
spend the rest of her life with Peck. 
"To be engaged is very comfort-
ing, knowing I will be spending 
forever with him," Krenis said. 
"It takes a lot more than a ring to 
make an engagement work; it takes 
time, patience and commitment,'' 
she said. "It is a plan for the future, 
a sign of our love and a comm<m 
bond that brings us together." 
A \, I I I 
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In a 1994 study by the National 
Center for Health Statistics, the es-
timated median age of men and 
He is now a junior high music 
teacher in New York City. This 
makes it difficult for her to sec him. 
"I used to believe all men were 
scum until I found Gary," Nurkin 
said. "I never thought there would 
ever be a man that would want the 
same things as me. There is no 
doubt in my mind that I want to 
Illustration by Tim Lynch 
"Last year, I couldn't do work 
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Students shine in theater groups 
Renee K. Martin 
Secretary/Department 
Assistant for Office of 
Information Technology 
• Born: January 27, 1969 
• Accomplishment you are 
most proud of: having 
interned at Walt Disney World 
• What would you be doing 
if you weren't a student at 
IC: traveling 
• Secret vice: shopping 
• What you'd like to get 
around to doing: visiting 
Ireland 
• Things you can do 
without: snow, cold weather 
• Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: my 
husband 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Princess Diana 
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: Melrose Place 
• Three things that can 
always be found In your 
refrigerator: lettuce, cheese, 
Italian dressing 
• Ithaca's best kept secret: 
there are friendly employees at 
DMV 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: traffic 
By Dayna Goldberg 
Ithacan Staff 
Have you ever dreamed of being 
on stage, of being the showstoppcr 
on Broadway? Although Ithaca is a 
few hundred miles from the theater 
district, Ithaca College has a win-
dow of opportunities for students to 
expand their theatrical horizons. 
The thcaterdcpartmcnt, IC Play-
ers, Curtains Up and No Bucks are 
four of the theater opportunities 
available on campus. Each group 
welcomes all students to audition 
for the productions and test their 
acting abilities. 
THEATER DEPARTMENT 
The theater department's 1996-
97 "Season of Humor" consists of 
five productions, two for the fall 
and three for the spring. Auditions 
for spring productions will begin 
Sunday, Nov. 17, in the Hoerner 
Theater. For more information con-
tact the theater department at 274-
3345. 
"The Pajama Game," the 
department's fall musical, is now 
preparing for the Nov. 12-16show-
ing. 
A big hit on Broadway for over 
two years, "The Pajama Game" is a 
romantic comedy about the friction 
between labor and management in 
the late '50s. 
Students' participation in this 
production is not only limited to the 
actors on the stage. 
Three students, Breck 
Armstrong '97, Molly Windover 
'97 and David Chessman '97, 
worked behind the scenes on the set 
and lighting for the show, McCarroll 
said. 
The six-week preparation for the 
play consists of three-hour prac-
ticcs six nights a week. 
"We are especially looking for-
ward to this production because it is 
one of the two we will be doing this 
year [the other being 'Pirates of 
Penzance'] with a full orchestra," 
said Cynthia Folkers, management 
operator assistant of the theater arts 
department. 
Each show runs for six perfor-
mances. The department encour-
ages campus groups or residential 
assistants to bring their residents to 
a show for special rates, McCarroll 
said. 
All productions for the theater 
department are shown in Dillingham 
in the Hoerner or Clark theaters. 
Ticket prices range from $4.50 to 
$7. 
CURTAINS UP 
Do you like mystery, deception 
and comedy? If so, then you should 
go see "Something's Afoot," the 
musical murder/mystery being pro-
duced by Ithaca College's newest 
theater group, Curtains Up. 
This group, which holds open 
auditions for their productions, is 
rehearsing "Something's Afoot" 
four nights a week for three hours. 
The show is a comedic spoof on 
the British murder mysteries of the 
1930s. Everything, including char-
acter makeup and costumes, will be 
performed in black and white. A 
20-piecc orchestra will accompany 
the action. 
"This year we are hoping lo do 
four shows, one in the fall and three 
in the spring," said Nina Sutcliffe 
'99, music education major and 
chorus director of "Something's 
Afoot." 
The show will take place Nov. 
6-9 at 8 p.m. each night at the Muller 
Chapel. Tickets arc $4 and will be 
sold at the door. Reserve tickets are 
also available by calling Leah 
Romano at 375-4096. 
For those interested in getting 
their foot in the door for any of the 
three spring shows, auditions will 
be held in early December. Sigrw 
will be posted around campus. For 
more information about Curtains 
Up auditions, call Patrick Shearer 
'99 at 375-4164. 
IC PLAYERS 
IC Players is yet another theater 
group on campus available to stu-
dents. This group, established six 
years ago, presents a variety of pro-
ductions each semester. In the past 
they have done one-act plays and 
dramas, and they produced their 
first musical last semester. 
For their fall production, IC Play-
ers will be performing "Uncom-
mon Women and Others," a pro-
duction of eight women's reflec-
tions of their high-class society of 
education at an all-women college, 
by Wendy Wasscrstein. 
"This is the first time IC Players 
is to produce a woman playwright," 
said Andrea Potochniak '97, co-
director of IC Players. "We chose 
this play, which has only women 
characters, because we always have 
a lot of women auditioning for parts 
and not enough men. We usually 
have to beg men and unfortunately 
tum down many talented women." 
Potochniak encourages anybody 
to join and says there arc a variety 
of places for everybody. You do not 
have to be part of the club to partici-
pate in its activities, she said. 
The group's main event is the 
"ICCI Games," the Ithaca College 
Comedy Improv. This is a competi-
tion that will take place sometime 
in April. Improv groups will con-
NOW OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M. Ithaca's Biggest Calzones Guaranteed! 
272-1950 
FREE PEPSI WITH, EVERY PIZZA 
TRY OUR TOFU WINGS 
Also Available: subs, spinach squares, Jalapeno 
poppers, broccoli poppers, gourmet pizzas, pizza 
fritte (fned dough), mozzarella sticks, feta-n-spinach 
sticks, onion devils, chicken fingers, fried pickles, 
mozzaroni sticks & 14 different pasta dinners 
r.----------------, I I 2 MEDIUM CHEESE I I 32-slice pizza I Pl:UAS 
2 Doz. Buffalo Wings I and four medium peps1s I 
I 2 "big" sodas I ONLY I 
I $ 15.99+tax I S10.00+tax I 
I exoiration date: 12/31/96 I expiration date: 12/31/96 I 1-------------------1 
I Three 14" Calzones 1 18" Large Pizza I 
I I One Dozen Wing~ 
I FOR ONLY I & two Medium Pepsisl 
: $12.00+tax : $9.26+tax : 
L expiration date: 12131/96 .1 expiration date: 12/31/96 1 -------- _______ ... 
(Over 14" Long, Only $4.95 Each, Includes Sauce!) 
I. Gotta Lotta Ricotta Cheese -(Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
2. Ham - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano, and Spices) 
3. Veggie - (Mushrooms, Olives, Peppers, Onions, Spiniach, Broccoli, 
Mozzarella, Ricotta, Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
4. Pepperoni - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano, Spices) 
5. Spinach & Cheese - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
6. Broccoli & Cheese - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
7. Meat - (Bacon, Hamburger, Sausage, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
8. Hamburger - (Hamburger, Bacon, Mozzarella) 
9. Eggplant - ( Baked Breaded Eggplant, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
10. Mixed - (Pepperoni, Sau~age, Peppers, Mushrooms, Mozzarella, 
Ricotta, Peconno Romano) 
11. Chicken Bleu - (Barbeque Chicken, Blue Cheese, Mozzarella, 
Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
12. Hawaiian - (Ham, Pineapple, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
13. Seafood - (Crabmeat, Shrimp, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
14. Chicken Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
15. Meatball Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
16. Sausage Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
17. Veal Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
18. Pesto - (Tom<1to Sauce, Pesto, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
19. BBQ Smoke - (Grilled Ste.:ik, Smoked Barbeque Sauce, Mozzarella, 
Ricotta, Peconno Romano, and Spices) 
20. Cordon Bleu - (Chicken, Ham, Blue Cheese, Romano, Mozzarella) 
21. Artichoke - (Artichoke Hearts, Ricotta, Mozzarella, Romano) 
22. Philiy- (Grilled Steak, Onions, Peppers, Mozzarella) 
23. Chick-N-Bacon - (Diced Chicken, Bacon, Barbeque Sauce, Mozzarella) 
24. Buffalo Wing - (Diced Ch1Cken, Hot Saun•, llleu Cher~e, Romano, Mozzarella) 
25. Spiedie Calzone - (Diced Chicken, Spiede Sauce, Mozzarella) 
26. Chick-N-Broccoli - (Diced Chicken, Broccoli, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
27. Kamikaze Calzone - (Sau~age, Meatball, PeppPrci111, I-lot Pepper~, Hot and 
Tom<1to Sauce, Mozzarella) 
28. Spinach and Mushroom - (Spinach, Mu~hroom, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
29. Chick-N-Pesto - (Diced Chicken, Pesto Sauce, Mozzarella, Romano) 
30. White Garlic Calzone - (Our White Garlic Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
31. Pizza Calzone - (Pepperoni, Mozz.1rella, Tomato S,:iuce) 
32. Bar-B-Que Chicken - (Chicken, Smoked BBQ Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
33. Oriental Calzone - (Diced Chicken, Teriyaki Sauce, Mozzarella) 
34. Golden Age Calzone - (DICed Chicken, Golden Sauce, Mozzarella) 
35. Tofu Calzone - (Tofu, Mozzarella and any two vegetables) 
ALL CALZONES MADE FRESH TO ORDER. ANY MAY BE 
ALTERED. CREATE YOUR OWN CALZONE! 
Extra Sauce 
$.50 
Bleu Cheese 
$1.00 
Ranch Dressing 
$1.00 
' 
tend for "fabulous prizes," 
Potochniak said. 
"The ICCI games arc really fun," 
Potochniak said. "We use profes-
sors as our 'celebrity' judges and 
everybody enjoys themselves." 
The IC Players' production of 
"Uncommon Women and Others" 
will take place Nov. 14 and 15 at 8 
p.m. in Emerson Suites. Admission 
is $3. 
If you are interested in joining 
IC Players, meetings are Thursdays 
at 7:30 p.m. in Friends 302. 
NO BUCKS 
When deciding to attend a the-
ater perfonnance, students may be 
concerned about the cost. No Bucks, 
a group associated with the theater 
department, gives students the op-
portunity to see performances free 
of charge. 
No Bucks offers students the 
opportunity to hand in proposals 
for shows to an executive board, 
which chooses shows to be pro-
duced. This option, which is open 
to all students, enables the student 
to hand in any kind of script they 
wish: an original piece, a drama, a 
musical, a comedy, etc. 
'This is a good and·unique expe-
rience," said Amy Morin '99,mem-
berof the No Bucks executive board. 
"It is fun for all students because 
they get to see other students' work 
without paying admission." 
The student directors may hold 
auditions for their shows, depend-
ing on the show being performed, 
she said. 
Outside advertisements are not 
posted for No Bucks shows, which 
are perfonned in the Dillingham 
Center in Studio 2. For more infor-
mation call the theater department 
at 274-3920. 
LONDON 
$183 
Paris 
Hong Kong 
Tokyo 
Costa Rica 
Mexico City 
$215 
$434 
$420 
$225 
$179 
FAAES AA£ EACH WAY FROM New Yaut BASED ON A ROlN)TIIIP 
PURCHASE. FAll:E.S DO NOT NCLUOE HD£RAl TAXIS Ofl PF(s 
TDTAING BETWf!N S3· $45, DEPUONG ON OUTNATlON OR 
OEPAJm.ME CHAAGlS PAIO 01St£CT1.Y TO FOROGN GO','BtNMENTS. 
WftiiONil Travel----· 
National Reservation Center 
1-800-2-COUNCIL 
(1-800-226-8624) 
http:!~ 
EUROPASS FROM $210 
EURAILPASSES 
/\ ,_,r. 'I /di I t. f; f ~· f-1 ( l ~H.' ! 
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National search looks for student talent 
By Ken Borsuk 
Ithacan Staff 
If students here at Ithaca Col-
lege have always thought they were 
talented, now they have a chance to 
prove it. On Sunday, Nov. 10, at 9 
p.m., students will be competing in 
Mastercard Acts, a national talent 
search. 
Twelve different acts, ranging 
from amateur comedians to a violin 
duo, wi11 be competing on Sunday 
night in what is the local phase of 
this competition. 
The first-prize winner will re-
ceive $200, the second-place win-
ner $ I 00, and the third-place win-
ner $50. 
The first-place winner will also 
get the chance to compete in the 
semifinals of the National Talent 
Search. 
If this person (or persons) is tal-
ented enough to win this phase of 
the _competition, they will win 
$ I ,500 and a chance to compete in 
AN EVENING OF ENTERTAINMENT 
Here's a listing of the entertain-
ment at Sunday's Mastercard 
Acts competition. The event will 
take place in the Emerson 
Suites at 9 p.m. and costs $2 
with an AHA card, $3 without. 
Fire-five-piece band 
Steve WIison-piano/vocai 
Maureen Lyden and Dayna 
Tallone-<:oncerto 
the finals. The finals will be held in 
February in Philadelphia. 
Only a select number of schools 
across the country arc allowed to 
compete in the Talent Search. Ithaca 
College earned the right to compete 
after applying to the National Asso-
ciation of Campus Activities last 
spring. 
"We decided to do it because 
there's talent pouring out of the 
college," said Alison Burley '98, 
Josh Rogosln-guitar/vocals 
Sheree Monique Griffin-
vocal 
Jason Cork-piano/vocal 
Overtones-seven-person 
acappella group 
Rick Simmons-piano/vocals 
Steve Borkowski-stand-up 
Kevin Hyatt-guitar/vocals 
Tony Desare-piano/vocals 
Jenbohbot-two-piece band 
SAB showcase chairperson. "We 
felt is was our job to give these 
students a chance. It's kind oflike a 
giant open mic night." 
After the school was accepted, it 
was placed on a list of 120 schools 
holding local competitions. In fact, 
Ithaca College is the last school to 
be holding a local competition. Af-
ter a winner is declared Sunday 
night, a date and location for the 
semifinals will be announced. 
Sunday night's performers range 
from rock bands to an a capella 
group to a stand-up comic to a vio-
lin concerto. 
The judges have not been named 
yet, but the panel will be made up of 
various radio personalities, music 
agents, performers and reviewers, 
said Dominic Cottone '99, assis-
tant chairperson. 
"We're looking for the perfect 
judges. We're still in the selection 
process," Cottone said. 
'The judges must have a bit more 
knowledge about music and the 
performing arts than the average 
person," Burley said. 
The judges will be grading the 
performers on a one-to- IO scale in 
several categories such as creativ-
ity, originality and overall perfor-
mance. 
Students who make it all the way 
to the finals stand a chance to win 
the grand prize of $15,000. How-
ever, even if they don't win, they 
still stand to gain recognition from 
the national entertainment agencies 
that will he attending the competi-
tion either as judges or as specta-
tor:,. 
"This is a make-or-break oppor-
tunity for some people who 
wouldn't have that opportunity oth-
erwise,'' Burley said. 
Comedian Scott LaRose will be 
acting as the MC for the event. 
LaRose has appeared on well-
known television shows such as 
"Seinfeld," "Ellen," "Melrose 
Place," "VH-1 Stand-Up Spotlight" 
and many other programs. But he is 
probably most famous for appear-
ing in more than I 50 national com-
mercials, includingtheMcDonald's 
Superbowl commercials last year. 
LaRose will open up with a comedy 
set and will also appear between 
performances. 
The event will be held in the 
Emerson Suites and tickets arc on 
sale now in the campus center. The 
cost for a ticket is $3 or $2 with an 
RHAcard. 
Science fiction club to explore new frontiers 
By Scott Kanter 
Ithacan Staff 
She sits in an old dirty trailer 
where she is bound by duct tape to 
a dentist's chair. As soon as she 
awakes, her eyes open with fear and 
shock. She sees a man holding a 
needle to her eye with an evil and 
sick look on his face. She knows the 
lobotomy is soon to come and 
freezes up. 
Oh no! Where's her partner, spe-
cial agent Mulder? Can he save her 
in time? 
Most science fiction fans prob-
ably know what happened on that 
particular episode of Fox's popular 
"The X-Files" program, so there's 
no sense in ruining it. Jfyou missed 
that episode, you needn't fret. "The 
truth is out there," and science fic-
tion fans everywhere can celebrate 
it now with 'The Neutral Zone," a 
new club on the Ithaca College cam-
pus. 
Ithaca College sci-fi gurus can 
now watch all their favorite televi-
sion shows and movies with this 
unique club. 
"The Neutral Zone" has many 
big nights planned for interested 
College students and faculty who 
genuinely enjoy science fiction. 
From the old episodes of Star Trek 
to the new premiere of "Millen-
nium" from "X-Files" creator Chris 
Carter, "The Neutral Zone" will 
allow students the chance to talk 
about everything out there in the 
mysterious sci-ti universe. 
"I want it to be a place where a 
lot- of people ean come and talk to 
and meet people like them with 
similar interests in sci-fi," said Bran-
don Easton '97, the club's founder 
and president. 
Member Noel McIntosh '97 said 
since the whole Ithaca College cam-
pus is so diverse in its tastes of 
movie and TV genres, this club 
needed to be formed. He feels the 
sci-fi area hasn't been talked about 
enough and thinks this club can do 
Shabbat on Campus 
'Fri. - 6 pm .. Shabbat Svc. - Chapel 
7 pm - Shabbat Dinner - Terrace 
Dining Hall 
A benefit concert for the 
;, ;, 
burned churches fund 
.... 
Sunday at 4 p.m. at St. Paul's 
Methodist Church 
Hillel's Jewish a capella group will 
perform 
I\ I\ 
~ Join Us! ~ 
V V 
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
To learn more about the club 
or to find out when meetings 
are, call Brandon Easton at 
277-6602 or e-mail him at 
beaston1@ic3.ithaca.edu 
that. 
"We have a lot planned," Easton 
said. "We're going to have a lot of 
theme nights planned. One night 
we 're going to discuss how tlie space 
program and end of the Cold War 
affected contemporary sci-ti." 
McIntosh gathers all the sci-fi 
footage from his friend because his 
friend has a satellite dish. Then the 
club will show films and the pro-
grams that McIntosh recorded. 
Since there's no fee, no laws will be 
broken. 
The format of the club will be an 
open discussion about the material 
being shown. 
McIntosh hopes that everyone 
will sit down, crack jokes and really 
watch the films and programs. Also, 
he wants people to critique the pro-
gram from a film and writing point 
of view. 
"We'll start them lightly and then 
move to more heavy sci-fi forums," 
McIntosh said. 
This Tuesday at 7 p.m., "The 
Neutral Zone" will show the pre-
miereof"Millennium," "StarTrek 's 
30th Anniversary" program from 
UPN, and the digitally enhanced 
"Deep Space Nine" episode "Trials 
and Tribble-lations." 
The meeting is tentatively sched-
uled to be in Williams 225. Easton 
has high hopes for the club and 
thinks that there is a high interest 
for the club. 
"There's been tremendous word 
of mouth," Easton said. 
Some students have already 
shown interest, but some still 
haven't made up their minds. 
Where would you look 
for the most 
comprehensive collection of 
contemporary designer jewelry 
in New York elate"? 
Don't search too far 
.. .its at Micky Qoof's. 
'~ Contemporary fine jt'1vc:lrr galln_T 
'~ Custom /t'Jvdry cit's1gn & prod11ct1on .1crl'l(<'1 
'~ Engagm11:nt rings and 1vcdd111g ba11d1 
'~ Qualify dw111011d.1 and prt'cious gm1sto11n 
'~ Repairs, restorations and appra1sal.1 
C\\.I Same-de!}' ryeglaH npa1r 
A FUU..-SERVICE JEWELER 
TRIPH,'.\M_MER MAU, lTiiACA 
257-4666 
http://www.lightlink.com/m1cklark 
Weekdays 11 :00-8:00 
Saturday I 0:00-6:00 
Sunday noon-4:00 
"I don't know if I'd join, but I'd 
go if they showed 'Millennium' or 
'X-Files',"SteveVanNeil '99said. 
'Tm sure it would beat watching 
them in the dorm. If I went, I 
wouldn't have to worry about 
people talking during the program, 
and the presentation would be a 
little betterthan in any dorm room." 
Easton realizes that sci-fi fans 
everywhere will go nuts when the 
force returns to theaters this Janu-
ary. 
He has already decided how the 
club will celebrate the re-release of 
the three "Star Wars" movies. 
"Before winter break, I want to 
show the original THX versions of 
the three 'Star Wars' films," he 
said. "It'll be the last time that you 
can sec them before the digitally 
remastered versions come out." 
Easton also said he hopes to take 
a van or two to a theater in Syracuse 
or New York City and watch the 
remastered versions of the films 
with club members. 
STUDENT 
TRAVEL· 
STA Travel Now 
OFFERS student 
discounts 
on domestic 
(~) 
travel. 
!>SST' Gomg somewhere else7 STA Travel has great 
student a1r:ares to destmations around the world 
ST:) 
STA TRAVEL 
We'vo been there. 
800-777-0112 
www.sta-travel.com 
' l 
\ 
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.. I A killer n-ew re-lease TOP ' )> 
. 9 TEN Wu Tang Clan member goes out on his own 
1. "Hey Dude"-Kula Shaker 6. "Muzzle"-Smashing Pumpkins 
2. "Lovefool"-The Cardigans 7. "Devil's Haircut"-Beck 
3. "Bittersweet Me"-R.E.M. 8. "The Distance"-Cake 
4. "El Scorcho"-Weezer 9. "What I Got"-Sublime 
5. "I Was Wrong"-Social Distortion 1 o. "Don't Speak"-No Doubt 
WICB's Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at WICB. 
• The Rongovian 
Embassy 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Caryn Lin 
Friday-Perfect Thyroid 
Saturday-Fabulous Dinosaurs 
• The Haunt 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Mia Sundown (formerly 
Crib), The Sutras, Angry Salad 
Friday-Yolk (CD release party) 
Saturday-the '80s Dance party 
•The Nines 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Bent Peg and Sugar High 
Friday-Movers 
Saturday-Sunshine Spider 
• Common Ground 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9 P.M. 
Thursday-Men's Night Dance with 
DJs Bili and Mark 
Friday-Dance music with DJ Calvin 
Saturday-Sos Retro Dance with 
DJs Joey and Bill 
•ABC Cafe 
ALL SHOWS $TART AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Moment's Notice Uazz) 
Friday-Rex Fowler 
• Groovers 
SHOW STARTS AT 6 P.M. 
Thursday-Live Jazz Duo 
By Andrew Tutino 
Ithacan Staff 
Finally, the Wu Tang Saga has continued. 
Despite rumors of Ghostface Kill ah, a.k.a. 
Tony Starks, having AIDS-he doesn't-
and the delayed release date of his album, the 
sampleciearances have cleared. (Many times 
in hip-hop, clearances have to be given when 
artists sample beats from other songs.) 
All this equals "Ironman." 
A~ with any new Wu Tang output, there 
arc some mysteries to peruse and some inter-
esting little facts about the album. Let's start 
with the CD cover. It is designed, much to the 
delight of vinyl junkies, like an old LP, a 
"gatcfold cover," if you will. As for the 
actual cover itself, Ghostfacc, Raekwon and 
Cappadonna arc pictured in a room filled 
with dyeing materials and Wallabcc Clarks-
Ghost's favorite shoes. Listen to the intro of 
"Glaciers oflcc" on Rack won 's album to fill 
in the details. 
Before we get on to the album, a little 
suggestion: listen to the original Wu Tang 
Clan album, "Enter the 36 Chambers," be-
fore listening to the new Ghost. I suggest 
doing this just to demonstrate how far the 
RZA has come. "Ironman" is laced with '70s 
funk, rhythm and blues, soul and horns. The 
horns arc just pleasure to a listener's ear. 
Two of the tracks have been previously 
released. "Winter W arz" was originally heard 
on the "Don't Be A Menace To South Cen-
tral" soundtrack and "Motherless Child" pre-
viously dropped on the "Sunset Park" 
soundtrack. 
"Camay" is the first single; expect a 
video soon. But the best track quite simply is 
"Daytona 500." RZA did not steal the beats 
from EPMD. The original beat is "Nautilus" 
by Bob James; it was sampled by EPMD 
first. Raekwon begins the track with a fine 
Angel Label Sale 
ENTIRE CLASSICAL AND Q_ROADWAY ANGEL CATALOG ON SALE 
BERNADETTE PETERS 
I'll Be Your Baby Tonight 
ITIIIAK Prnl MAN 
I I'd: J..., fm: flDlHUO llou~t 
1111 k.11J"1,\lll-, • 
!111 f\11,~1111 ( Cl'ilk,.\[1110 8.\"',[1' 
l' 
THE BENEDICTINE MONKS 
Chant Ill 
I FL -:S. \)" THI\G fl~l'l'E:S.EIJ 
U\ THE\\~\ TO THE FORt ·.11 
~~ 
VANESSA MAE 
The Classical Album 
ORIGINAL l'N5 
BROADWAY CAST RECORDING 
C~MPANY 
-- 'J i 1 ~ ., I • 'J, I 1 !i 'I 
,\,uhc and ~yr,o by 
Stephen ·sondheim 
aocic ov 
George Furth 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Ghostface Killah 
"lronman" 
Featuring Raekwon and 
Cappadonna 
Produced by the RZA 
Razor Sharp/Epic Records 
9 
11111 IUlacan rates llbums ll'llm 1 (worst) to 1011111111 
verse, sporting the lyrics, "Say peace to cars 
who rock mack knowlcdgc/Knowlcdgi~ts, 
street astrologists." He is followed by 
Ghostfacc, who puts in one of his better 
verses, with rhymes like, ''I'm Ironman no 
cheap cash metal I'm still alloy/True identity 
hidden inside secret tabloids" and "The con-
viction ofmy tape is rape, wicked like Nixon/ 
Long-heads inscriptions with three sixes inf 
Kiss the pyramid experiment with high ex-
plosive/I slap with Jesus, lick shots at Jo-
seph." Cappadonna bats last on this track, 
and throughout the disc I got the impression 
that this is really his coming-out party with 
lyrics like, "High top notch/borderline rhymes 
is handcocked/Ninety-six, my ill sound clash 
is still hot/Get yourself shot." 
Other favorites include "Iron Maiden," 
"Assassination Day," "Poisonous Darts," 
"After the Smoke is Clear," "All That I C'iot Is 
You" and "Marvel," the CD bonus track. A 
note on "Darts": some confusion was born 
over the title; itis not "The Water Technique" 
or "The Sky is High," as some people thought 
it was going to be released under those names. 
Track eight, "Box in Hand" introduces a new 
member to the fray, Street. His verse is tight, 
but Johnny Blaze steals the show once again 
with one of his finest outputs in a long time. 
All in all, just another "Wu-banger." 
ITZHAK PERLMAN 
Live In the Fiddler's House 
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED 
ON THE WAY 
COMPANY 
1995 Broadway Cast 
,--------------------7 
$. 99 
CD 
3ug. Ret 315 98 
OUNDS 
iNE 
TO THE FORUM 
Original 1996 Broadway 
s2 OFF* 
Our Everyday Low Price 
On Other Price Categories 
* * On Sale Tuesday, Nov. 121!! *s4 OFF Double CDs 
277-4766 
http://www.soundsfine.baka.com 
CENTER ITHACA• On Th~ Commons 
ON SALE THROUGH NOVEMBER 21M 
I 272-8685 .. Guy's and Gal's Cuts h Penns 
C!e.nfr. 't d-f a.i 'l.Cu.tt£. u 
dla.i.'t c:Etu.dio 
'The Poetry of Haircutting' 
Special Price with this $2 Off coupon: 
GUYS $10 GALS $13 
Regular Price: Guys $12 Gals $15 Perms $40 
Center Ithaca 
10:00am - 6:00pm The Commons 
_ Mondat,: Saturday _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I~ NY 14850 _J 
l 
' 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
November 7-14 
Where art thy tights? 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
Shakespeare gets hip in 'Romeo and Juliet' 
-----------------
Bound-7:15, 9:35 
Secrets and Lles-7:00, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Big Nlght-7:15, 9:35 
First Wives Club-7:15, 9:35 
Paradise Lost-7:00, 9:35 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Set It Off 
Dear God 
The Long Kiss Goodnight 
Romeo and Juliet 
Larger Than Life 
Michael Collins 
High School High 
Thinner 
The Associate 
Sleepers 
The Ghost and the Darkness 
Ransom 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
Ernesto "Che" Guevara: The Bolivian 
Diary-Friday at 7:30 
Madagascar Skin-Friday at 9:45 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 274-1386 
Phenomenon-Friday and Saturday at 
7 and 9:30, Sunday at 8 and 11 
Saturday Night Fever-Friday and 
Saturday at midnight 
By Patrick Boyton 
Ithacan Staff 
Where does romance fit into the spectrum 
of modem American cinema? In an age where 
technology gets top billing, love interests 
have been reduced to uninspired subplots. 
Falling in love has become something charac-
ters do between blowing stuff up. Desperate 
for a decent date movie, audiences suffer 
through endlessly generic "romantic com-
edies." 
But before enduring the latest Meg Ryan 
fluff, you might want to check out "William 
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet." 
The Bard may be in the title, but this is no 
BBC production. Director Baz Luhrmann 
turns Fair Verona into Verona-Beach, where 
the feuding Montagues and Capulets arc gun-
slinging gang-bangers. With its frantic edit-
ing, swirling camera and garish color schemes, 
this is a "Romeo and Juliet" for the MTV 
generation. Luhnnann's daring take on the 
classic tragedy is always imaginative, often 
effective and occasionally ostentatious. 
The film opens with a tabloid news anchor 
reporting the double suicide of Romeo and 
Juliet. Although her dialogue is lifted straight 
from the play, the style is completely "Hard 
Copy." 
While many Shakespeare purists may find 
this approach bordering on blasphemy, 
Luhnnann is slyly commenting on our trash-
media culture. Television is saturated with 
images of teenage lust and murder. If"Romeo 
and Juliet" were to actually take place today, 
Father Laurence would be on "Ricki Lalce" 
promoting his new book. 
At the heart of all the postmodern garnish 
are the star-crossed lovers. Leonardo DiCaprio 
and Claire Danes are the two most exciting 
actors working in Hollywood today, and this 
is the film that will propel their careers to new 
heights.You haven't seen this kind of raw star 
MOVIE REVIEW 
Romeo and 
Juliet 
Starring Leonardo DiCaprio 
and Claire Danes 
9 
1111 lllllcll 1'1111 BIVlls IPml 1 (WWI!) b 10 (mt) 
power in quite some time. 
We first sec Romeo at Sycamore Grove, 
hair in his face and cigarette dangling from 
his lips. Shakespeare's characters just love to 
brood, and DiCaprio's Romeo becomes the 
epitome of teen angst. Critics have been 
fabcling DiCaprio the "next James Dean" for 
the past couple years, and after seeing his 
latest perfonnance, the comparisons arc be-
ginning to appear justified. He delivered with-
out the usual pronunciation we expect to hear 
in Shakespeare. DiCaprio captures the dra-
matic essence of the language without trying 
to sound like Laurence Olivier, and it works 
surprisingly. 
I've been a big Claire Danes fan ever since 
she played Angela on "My So-Called Life" 
two years ago. After the show's quick and 
unjustified cancellation, I feared Miss Danes' 
talents would be wasted away in a brief 
career of Noxema ads. But Hollywood has 
uncharacteristically recognized her gift, giv-
ing her more roles than Gene Hackman. She 
captures Juliet's blend of innocence and 
sexual curiosity perfectly. Her mix of vulner-
ability _and strength appears to be almost 
effortless. 
Although the visual experimentation will 
tum off many fans to the traditional 1968 
Franco Zeffirelli version, it is the power of 
first love that remains at the heart of "Romeo 
and Juliet." Romance is the real meat and 
potatoes of the film; the flashiness is merely 
gravy. 
THAT THING YOU DO 
Rating: 2 
• Tom Hanks writing a directing debut 
is a one-note piece of fluffy nostalgia. 
It's a fable we're all too familiar with: 
small town rock band records hit 
single, gets famous and breaks up. 
The most obnoxious thing about this 
film, besides the characters, is that 
Hanks insists on making us listen to 
the title song close to a dozen times 
before the movie ends. Even Hanks 
himself can't save this waste of 
celluloid when he pops up as their 
manager. It's cute and bubbly, and 
you'll forget about it completely before 
you reach the parking lot. 
SECRETS AND LIES 
Rating: 10 
• Flat out, this is the best movie that 
has been released this year. In his 
latest outting, Mike Leigh has the 
audience question the practice of 
keeping secrets when a young, black, 
single woman discovers that her real 
mother (Brenda Blethyn) is aging, 
lonely and white. Blethyn, who also 
stars on TV's "Absolutely Fabulous," 
displays such a high level of emotion 
that the audience is left wondering 
whether she is even acting at all. 
THINNER 
Rating: 1 
• If this is any indication, I walked out 
of this movie about twenty minutes into 
it. The last time I did that was when I 
saw "Wagon's East." Any questions? I 
didn't think so. 
Compiled by 
Patrick Boyton and Brian Barber 
FILMS Presents 
.**** , .. _ •• ,1,.i ,,1r1, , .. , .. , ••,.,,.., "•'' 
rt ,.,,Irr l1 11kn 11 ., ......... •1• 
-MfC..,,.mrTIICBlllflll'I 
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•
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Friday and Saturday 
at 7:00 and 9:30 
Sunday at 8:00 & 11:00 
Friday and Saturday 
at Midnight 
Come dressed in your 70's disco outfit to one of 
the showings of Saturday Night Fever 
for the chance to win prizes. 
.. 
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Snowy season soon to supress Shindagin 
By David Lee Howe 
Ithacan Staff 
As Octoher gives way to No-
vcmher, the forest sheds the re-
mamrng hioma~s it took all summer 
to produce, and the threatofasnow-
covered landscape ~eem~ ll11.:rea~-
111gly apparent 
The npk white tail deer cla~h 
the 1r head, 111 hitter nvalry over the 
11ght~ to pcr,pectI\'e fcrnak~. echo-
ing their ho,1Ii1ty thwuglmut the 
lull,. 
Binb ol prey ~1t pat1eatl) j()J 
,cavengers to emerge from covn, 
a, the fore,! prepares for a long 
\\'llller nap. 
Lying to the ~outheast of Ithaca 
College 1s Shmdagm Hollow State 
Forest. 
Thts system totals 5,000 anes. It 
consi~ts of steep hills and ravines 
similar to the landscape of the other 
state forests and state parks situated 
to the west and northwest. 
WHERE TO GO 
• To find Shindagin Hollow 
State Forest, travel south on 
Route 96B. 
• Travel 1.5 miles south of 
the town of Willseyv1lle. 
• Turn left onto Prospect 
Valley Road. 
• Proceed three miles and 
1 turn left on Bush Road or 
continue on Prospect to 
Sh111dag111 Hollow Road. 
This 1~ the eas1e~t place to fmd the 
fLT. It 1s marked wllh the green 
and yellow FLT signs. 
Running along Shindagm Hol-
low Road ts a hrook that drains into 
the Susquehanna River System. 
This particular area of the forest is 
the center of the state land. 
This particular state forest may 
he of interest to history buffs. 
;\I' _k-, 
. ·!. 
' ' -
The layout of the forest can he 
found on the Speedsville Quad-
rangle topographical map. A re-
mote area, it is also a haven for 
wildlife. 
Situated on the western side of 
the forest, the FLT crosses a trail 
that was used originally used by 
Indians. It was the main link be-
t ween Cayuga Lake and the 
Susquehanna River. 
The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
This area at Shindagin Hollow State Forest will soon be blanketed by snow as winter approaches. 
Stretching across this forest is 
the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT). Hik-
ing across this trail leads a person 
through several north-south valleys. 
The trail eventually leads to and 
crosses Shindagin Hollow Road. 
After the country had won its 
independence from England, this 
trail was used in 1779 by Indians 
and Tories to harass Revolutionary 
troops that were attempting to join 
the Sullivan Expedition that George 
Washington had dispatched to the 
area. 
In 1789, it was used by the very 
first settlers of the Ithaca area. Wid-
ening the trail to accommodate 
oxen, they made their way from the 
Owego area. 
The name of this state forest is 
derived from the Algonquian Indi-
ans. 
Originally named Shandaken, 
its meaning is believed to represent 
"a place of hemlocks". 
However, the meaning could also 
represent "rapid waters." 
This second meaning would 
make sense, given the high waters 
that occur during a spring run-off or 
a heavy rain. 
PLEASE RECYCLE THIS ITHfiCfiN 
OPEN m 3:00AM ON THURSDAY, 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
1. Cheeze 
MOZZARELLA. RICOTTA .t PARMESAh 
2. Veggie 
BROCl'OU, MUSHROOMS.PARMESAN 
M02ZAREUA ol RICarTA 
3. Twilight Zone ® • 
SAUSAGE. MOZZAREt.u. & SPICES 
4. Roni 
PEPl'u<OM. MOZZAREl.lA & RICOTTA 
5. Oh! Zone 
STEAK. MOZZAREllA & A'1ERICAN 
6. Speed Zone 
SPIN AO{ M022ARE1..Ll. RICOTTA a. GAR UC 
7. Southern Cal. Zone 
HAMBURG CHEDDAR & '1EXICAN SEASONING 
8. Hamzone 
BACON HAM MOlZA~l.!.l. '- .1 RICOTrA 
12. Meaty 
MEA11!AU.5. OHIOliS l M072AREl.!J\ 
13. Low Cal-Zone® 
BROCCOU CIIEDOAR. 
MOZZAREUA .t GAJlUC 
14.MauiWowi 
P!?<EAPl'I.E. HAM ol MOZZAllEllA 
15. End Zone ® 
STf:Al. PEPl'DS. ONIONS ol MOZZAJlll.U, 
16. Loading Zone 
BREADEDOIICXIN, PfJ>1>ERS. 
ONIONS l MOZZAREUA 
17.Tune Zone® 
l'El'IBS. 01110NS. MUSHROOMS. 
MOZZARa.lA ol RICOTTA 
18. Cbeeseburg 
HAMBURG. BACllN, 
MOZZARllU ,t O!EDDAR 
19. Parking Zone ® 
BREADED OIIC1<EN. 
PARl-'ESAN BROCCOLI U40ZZAllEUA 
9. Chicken Parme-Zone ® 20. Danger Zone® 
BREADlDCH!CK!.' 
MOWRRLA & PARMESAN 
10. Eggplant 
IHU·.ADFJ) ~GGPLAf'.11 G.I\IH IC!: M071'ARl:.U.A 
It.Combo 
PEPPEROM, SALSAGE. ?u'i'UtS 
MUSHROOMS & MOZZAREJ.LA 
HAMBURG. Cl!IDDAR CHEESE. MEXICAN 
SEASONING. ONIOhS ,t HOT SAeCE 
21. Strike Zone® 
SPL'IAC!l. BREADED EGGPU.llT. RJCOTTA 
GARLIC l MOZZAREl.!J\ 
22. Ithaca Zone 
SAUSAGE. PEPl'OS, ONlON5 ,t MOZZAREU>, 
23. School Zone ® 
STEAK. MUSlllOOMS l MO'lZAREUA 
24. Cordon Bleu 
BREADED OIICICal. 11AM 
AMEIUCAN ol MOZZAllEl.lA 
25. Neutral Zone 
BREADED CIOCKEN. HOT SAUCE. 
ONIONS ol CHEDDAR 
26. Drop Zone 
BREADED OIICKEN. Pa'PERONI. 
M0ZZAREU.A I: RICOTTA 
27. BBQ Chicken 
BREADED OIJCKEN. BACON, 
CIIEDOAR ,t BBQ SAUCE 
28. BBQ Steak 
STEAK. MOZZARELLA. AMEIUCAN 
CHEESE ol BBQ SAUCE 
29. Pesto 
MOZZAREllA. P£ST0 & TOMATOES 
30. Testing Zone 
BREADEDOOCKEN. 
MOZZAREllA .t PESTO 
31. Roni N' Shrooms 
PEJ'!'ERONI. MOZZAREl.l.A. 
RICOTTA& MUSHROOMS 
32. Turkey Club 
11.'RKEY TOMA11lES. OACO~ 
MOZZA!UllA.tAMERICAN 
33. Spinner 
SPL'IAClt. M072AREllA RICOTTA 
GARlJC l BREADED OIJCKai 
Zone Out,\ t D.P. Dough - To Each 11 is Zone @ 
Ithaca - l.Jmass - Lc01111 - Penn State - \lichigan State 
- HOURS-
SUNDAY - WED:-IESDAY 
THURSDAY-SATIJRDAY 
11 OOAM • HXlAM 
l I ·OOA.~ - 3:00AM 
-PRICES -
All CAI.ZONES (INCLUDES TAX)... . .. .$4.50 
COKE. DIET COKE, SPRITE.. .. .. .. . .S 75 
SNAPPLE..... . ... . . . .... . ... .. .. . .... . . . ...... S 75 
WE NOW CARRY SNAPPLE- RASPBERRY TEA, LEAMON TEA, PINK 
LEMONADE, KIWI STRAWBERRY, PEACH & DIET PEACH 
NEW STUFF! 
34. Buffalo Zone 
BREADED CHICKEN, BLEU CHEESE, 
HOT SAUCE & MOZZARELLA 
(Tastes Like a Buffalo wing with mozz.) 
35. Italian Calzone 
S~LAMI, IMPORTED HAM, PEPPERONI, 
MOZZARELLA & RICOTTA 
BRUNCH CALZONES 
Great for breakfast, lunch, dinner, 
or late night after partying. 
(Tastes like a breakfast sandwich) 
36. A' Wakin N' Bacon 
EGG, BACON & MOZZARELLA 
37. Hori-Zone 
EGG, MOZZARELLA & CHEDDAR 
38. Ham ' N' Egg Zone 
HAM, EGG, MOZZARELLA & AMERICAN 
39 & 40 To Be Announced Later 
If you have any suggestions for these 
Zones, send them to D.P. Dough, 
108 W. Green St., Ithaca, NY 14850 
,\\\ C.ol111ne, 1\11, l.1-.1 = s~ •11 
Two Free 
Cokes 
With Purchase or 2 Calrnncs 
lt1J1o-;-«tr-,"'l]cat,4tt1 
ri.i~xm 
I I SI \ I 
$1.00 OFF 
With PurchJse of 2 Calzoncs 
Ithaca's Only 
Home 
Of the 
Zone 
(Accept NO Imitations) 
Come check out 
our new hours 
&new 
Snapple® Flavors. 
Accepting Driver Applications 
\~l()/11111.."!III\. l.1, ='i•'I) 
( 'I (. I l I I \I I \1 I )1'' 1', \. I: .i.. ,I \." ,:lh \ , ' ,11 .l 1 .... 
Two Free 
Sn~pples 
With Purch2sc of 2 Calzones 
3 for $12.00 
Save $1.50 
With Purchase of 3 Calzones 
ICINp)llpCf)~ 
upl009l 
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PERSONALS 
Amie- I'm so glad to have you as my 
little sis. You will be a great addition 
to Delta Phi Zeta. I love lots! Love 
and ssf Kate 
FOR RENT 
Duplexes Three or four bedroom 
furnished laundry utilities (non-coin) 
parking balconies call 273-8576. 
Duplexes Three or four bedroom 
furnished laundry utilities (non-coin) 
parking balconies call 273-8576. 
4 bedroom townhomes available 1/ 
5/97. Hardwood floors, fireplace, 
furnished, off-street parking, bus 
route, walk to IC 273-9300. 
3 bedroom, new contemporary, 2 
blocks commons, 2 baths, natural 
gas, energy efficient, balconies, 
parking, furnished. 277-6260, 533-
7324, 2546-4003. 
Absolutely beautiful 3-8 bedroom 
apts. Conveniently located on South 
Hill. Recently renovated and nicely 
maintained with large bright rooms. 
Some with off street parking and 
laundry 347-4689 or 347-4513. 
NOW RENTING 1997-98. 1,3,4,5, 
and 6 bdrm. apts. Close to IC. 
272-5647 or273-5192 or280-3258. 
Apts. and houses available- Kendall 
Ave. & Penn. Ave. 2, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm. 
furnished. 11 month lease, avail-
able 8/01/97. Please call 273-9221 
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., after 4 
and on weekendscall 272-2558. 
3 bedroom apartment close to Cam-
pus and Commons. Furnish'ed. 
Diswasher. Microwave. Porch. 
Parking. $750 Call 277-6961. 
6 Bedroom HOUSE! Furnished liv-
ing room. Dining room. Balcony. 
Backyard. Dishwasher. Microw~ve. 
Close to Commons and Campi.ls. 
$1500 Call 277-6961. 
BLOCKBUSTER PRICES FOR 97-
98111 SOUTH HILL & DOWNTOWN 
- STUDIO- 6 BEDROOM!! *parking 
*laundry, fully furnished, 10 & 12 
month leases. CAYUGA SUNSET 
PROPERTIES APARTMENT 
HQTLINEI 277-6961. 
Commons West: Downtown's 
Best. Luxury studio and one bed-
room apts. on Ithaca Commons. 
Masonry, elevator building with in-
tercom, laundry, on-site staff. Big, 
bright, quiet apartments with dish-
washers, air conditioning, carpet. 
Bus to IC at corner. 273-9462 
On the Commons: large 3 bedroom 
apt.Furnished, includes heat. Avail-
able immediately and for the next 
school year. 272-744 
Available for graduation May '97. 
New 2 & 3 bedroom cottages on the 
lake. Close to Ithaca. 257-3946. 
CLASSIFIED 
Available Now CU West Campus 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
With huge double. Spacious, Con-
temporary, Fully Furnished, TV, 
Microwave. $375 each for 3, $310 
for 4 or Lease by the room. 273-
1654 days, 532-4767 eves, 
1 Bedroom Downtown living at its 
best. International mix of tenants of 
all ages. CENTER ITHACA Avail-
able Now. 272-5275days, 532-4767 
eves./weekends. http:// 
www.lightlink.com.ci 
Now renting for 97-98. Two and four 
bedroom apartments, 11-person 
house. Call 272-3389. 
Renting now for school year 97-98 
close to IC - small 2-3 bedroom 
house one bedroom apt. 1 0 mo. 
lease. Available now-1bedroom 
apt. 272-6361 
2 spacious side-by-side 3 BR. apt. 
Include util/parking. Furnished. 
Laundry. 10/12 mo lease for '97. 
Rent 1 or both.Call 257-8828. 
Aurora St. Houses- Two or 3 br. 
houses next door to each other avail. 
June '97. Prefer 6 people. Great 
location. Parking, washer/dryer, nice 
furniture must see. Call Nick at 277-
0312 1 0a.m.-4p.m. or 273-0553 
4p.m.-9p.m. 
Townhomes- 3 or 4 br., 1.5 baths, 
avail. June or Auagust '97. Near IC 
and downtown. Spacious rooms with 
nicefumiture. Free parking, washer/ 
dryer, dishwasher, patios. Must see. 
Call Nick277-031210a.m.-4p.m. or 
273-0553 4p.m.-9p.m. 
NOW LEASING FOR 1997-98. Apts 
& houses on South Hill & Down-
town. Any size group up to eight 
people. 387-5897. 
Need a room? . we're looking to 
sublet one of ours. Great 5 bedroom 
house located on Pennsylvania Ave. 
Need someone for Spring Semes-
ter. If interested, Please call Adam 
at 256-1650. 
A great location, 4 bedroom 
house. Furnished, 2 baths, micro-
wave, laundry, garage and off street 
parking. Call: 273-3054. 
A+ Location 6 bedroom. Fur-
nished duplex, kitchen, laundry, 
offstreet parking. Call: 273-3054. 
Linn St. 8 Room house - 5 bed-
rooms, 2 bathrooms, no pets. Lease 
available now. Call 277-7498. 
Prospect, Hillview and Aurora St. 
2,3,4 Bedroom Apts. for rent/ 11 
and 12 month leases, starting Aug.1 
thru Aug. 10 1997. All apartments 
are furnished and most have off 
street parking. Apartments are in 
great locations. Call 273-5370. 
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FOR SALE 
Sublet- 1 room in a 5 man Circle 
Apt. Available from the 1st of Feb. 
$325/month. Contact Meghan at 
256-3041. 
Need a room? We're looking to 
sublet one of ours. Great 5 bedr-
oom house located on Pennsylva-
nia Ave. Need someone for Spring 
Semester. If interested, Please call 
Adam at 256-1650. 
Do you need a place to live next 
semester? We are looking for a 4th 
housemate. W/in walking distance 
to IC. Call us !1277-9752. 
SERVICES 
Eckankar students society presents 
a public workshop "Discover the 
Mahanta, a spiritual guide fro our 
times" at the intemationalAI lounge 
Willard Straight Cornell University 
on Tues. Nov. 12 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. 
Lessons through the gift of love Eck 
worship service Sun. Nov. 1 0 
Triphammer Lodge 11 a.m.-noon 
Eck reading. HU song discussion of 
spiritual principles in daily life. All 
welcome sponsored by NY Satsang 
Society affiliate of Eckanar Inf. 1-
800-749-7791. 
ACT NOW! Call leisure tours and 
get free info. for Spring break pack-
ages to South Padre, Cancun, Ja-
maica and Florida. Reps needed ... 
travel free and earn commissions. 
800-838-8203. 
EMPLOYMENT 
\ 
Spring Break '97: The reliable 
spring break company hottest 
destinations! Coolest vacations! 
Guaranteed low prices I Organize 
small group. Travelfreel FR:$99 
SunsplashToursl 1-800-426-
7710. 
******FREE TRIPS &CASH******* 
Find out how hundreds of student 
representatives are already earn-
ing FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF 
CASH with America's #1 Spring 
Break company! Sell only 15 trips 
and travel free! Cancun.Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAM-
PUS MANAGER POSITIONS 
ALSOAVAILABLE.CallNow!TAKE 
A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL 
(800)95-BREAK. 
SPRING BREAK '97 
Largest selection of Ski &Spring 
Break Destinations, including 
Cruises! Travel Free, earn Cash, & 
Year Round Discounts. 
Epicurean Tours 1-800-231-4-
FUN. 
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS 
promoting SPRING BREAK Travel 
Packages CALL INTER-CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013. 
http://www.icpt.com 
HELP WANTED ...................... . 
Men/Women earn $480 weekly as-
sembling circuit boards/electronic 
components at home. Experience 
unnecessary, will train. Immediate 
openings in your local area. Call 1-
520-680-7891 EXT C200 
SPRING BREAK '971 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & 
Florida. EARN FREE TRIPS 
&CASH. Call 1-800-700-0790 
NOTICES 
ADOPTION: A loving home needs 
the joy of a new baby to complete 
our very happy marriage. We'll pro-
vide lots of love, finanacial security, 
excellent education. Let us help, we 
care about you. Please call Robert 
and Marie 1-800-982-3678. 
SCUBA DIVING CERTIFICATION: 
Refresher- open water- advanced 
Marshall's Diving School and Store. 
607-387-7321. 
James E. Gardner, Jr. 
:H,E£T ... E~T..£.TE 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
SIGN A LEASE NOW 
FOR 1997-1998! 
Collegiate Ski Wee.ks 
WinterBreak & SpringBreak 
Mont Sutton 
Canada. 
A... G:rea--te:r l!!!!ieI.ec-ti.oII. o:r 
A...pa.,:r-tmeIJ.-ts I.II. -the 
I-tha.,ca., A...:rea., IF YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO LIVE OFF CAMPUS NEXT 
YEAR. ALL DEPOSITS ARE RETURNED! CALL FOR DETAILS' 
5 miles North of Vermont $219 
.. 5 DAYLIFTTICKET 
55 SLOPES 9 GI.ROES, 9 um 
~125 FT acu 23.0IIIHOHDS 
.. 5 NIGHTS LODGING 
(MOUHTRIHSIDE CONDOS, FULL 
ICl1CHEH. 111. .,IILIC 10 um 
.. 5 NIGHTS COLLEGE 
PARTIES 
•&IC 10 Hlll'l'r IIDUII EIJEM DIii' 
GROUP l.l!A.Dl!R DISCOUNTS CUL FOR INFO 
CALL SKI & SA.ND TRA veL, INC. 
WWW.PA.NET/SKI 
1-800-848-9545 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
..,a,o~ N. Ti.og;a, ~-t,:reet 
Contemporary, spacious, 
fully furnished, free parking, laundry, 
affordable rates, on-site management, 
24 hour maintenance service 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR 1996-1997 
BY THE ROOM OR THE ENTIRE APARTMENT 
UNDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
272-1221 
.. 
I 
COMICS 
TtHJRSll ·\,. Nov1-~rn1:R 7. I 99(1 
-- ---- - - - ---- - - ----------------- --- - --- ---· ---------------
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DILBERT ·• BY SCOTT ADAMS 
.-----------, ---_-_--:_-_--:_-_-_--:_-_-_-_ -_ -_ ---- -
CATBERT: EVIL H.R. DIRE.CTOR 8 
~---------1~ 
THER.E. A.RE. TWO WAYS 
TO GET A.N HTR~ 
ENGINE.ER WR YOUR 
PROJ"ECT. 
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V) 
CATBE.RT: EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR 
f-lERE A.RE Tl-IE. RESUMES ~ 
OF HIGHLY QUALIFIED ~ 
~PPlICANTS FOR E 
,::, 
'<OUR OPENING. -i ( i 
3: 
'<OU CAN TRfl-NSFE.R 
SOME UNQUALIFIED 
LOSER FROM WITl-\11\l 
11-IE. COl"\l'AN"t' ... 
IT'S TOO l:>AO WE. 
DON'T PAY ENOUGI-I 
TO 1-\IRE QUALIFIED 
~PPLICANTS. HA 14A 
1-\A H~ 1-\t-. HA!! 
NOT 50 FA5T. I LIKE 
TO SA.VOR T\-\E MOMENT 
BEFOR.E l CRUSH YOUR 
MI5PLi\CEO OPTil"'\I5M. 
~ LE.1"'$ SEE ... WE'VE GOT 
i RESUt-\£.S IN PENCIL ... 
~ CR.A'<ON ... PENCIL ... 
~ £.'<ELIN£R... ----.. 
~ ) 
c 
::, 
., 
m 
m 
Q 
r--~~::a><-
J!: 
~.../_;'JL-----i~ 
WE LIKE. TO A5K OUR 
APPLICANTS 501"\E. 
QUESTIONS THI\T WILL 
ALLOW U5 TO 5EE. \-\OW 
YOU THINK. 
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;: 
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V) 
YOUR RESUl"\E LOOKS G0OD1 
BUT WE COULD ONLY PAY § 
HALF OF WHAT YOU'RE 
MA.KING NOW. ARE YOU 
INTERESTED? 
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=c 
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C: 
:, 
~ 
3: ;: 
IF '<OU I-IA.VE A HVE-
GALLON BUC~ET ANO 
A. FIFTY- GA.LLOl\i 
BUCK.ET, I-IOW CAN 
YOU TELL WHICH ONE 
HOLDS fv\ORE WATE.R? 
50 ... '<OU'RE LOOKING 
FOR A BRILLIANT 
E~GlNE.ER Wl-\0 IS 
ACTI'JEL'< SE.EKING 
A PA'< CUT? 
L....::~......-:::;;:::;.__...___;ii;::;;_.~___. 
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WHEN l SAID, "5EE 
HOW '<OU THINK I" 
WHAT I MEA.NT 
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~ WELL, '(OU i HA\JE TO 
! CON5IDER 
~ THE MANY 
, 
l lNTP..NGlBLE.S. 
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C 
::, 
ow! 1 ow. 
ow! 
SUCI-\ AS MY 
SIWING5 
A.CCOUNT IF 
I WOR.KEO 
1-\ERE.? 
\ 
T111- I111A( ·\'-
OFF THE MARK 
• BY MARK PARISI 
--fl-lN-JK5, su-r R(A\!-Y ... i CouLVN't 
£'Ai' AN<:5fl-/ER G~Vl'1o1HER .. · 
----
-----
,4.,~ 
f'!~i 7 / ATlANTIC FEATURE c, 1996 MARK PARISI 
--rt-1£'-rRouBL-f" w11F-/ HAVING 
FL.£.£C£ AS \-.1\·\rf £ P-..S SNO'-"1 · 
INSTANT CREDIT- l: - - - - - - - .... --- .... - - - _,, - - ... - - - - -. -- - - -· ·- - --. ORDER FORM I I 
I 
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits 1 
I Up To $10,000 Within Days! 1 
YES% STUDENT CREDIT SERVICES P.O. Box 2206'15 
I want Credit Cards i.nmediate.1y. HOLLYWOOD, Fl 33022 
. 100o/e OUARANTEEDI 
No CREDIT, No Joe, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT! 1 
110 credit · bad credit · no inconie?: ::-----------
T
You0cfaThn QuMalifyWT~dRe
1
ceive 1,L~A• : c1cy ________ ~sia~1e __ _ 
• 
WO e ost I e y Used ~-~ •...i~ • Phone( 
Credit Cards In The World Today! : 
• 
T lp ----------
Signature ________ -------~--
uatanteed $10,000 It1 Credit!· 
~------~------------------------
l 
/\ 
1 
/\ 
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Football 'Jug'ernauts to clash Saturday 
History joins 
Bombers and 
Red Dragons 
By Jay Miller 
Assistant Sports Editor 
In 1959, football players Tom 
Decker of Cortland State and Dick 
Carmean of Ithaca College pur-
chased a ceramic jug for two dollars 
in Homer. The two friends and com-
petitors painted the jug red and white 
and blue and gold to represent the 
colors of the neighboring schools. 
Little did the two men know that 
their purchase would begin an epic 
battle between two Division III aca-
demic institutions. 
"It's the one game that• s been on 
the schedule every year for a long 
time," Ithaca College Sports Infor-
mation Director Peter Moore said. 
"It's the school we've played more 
than anyone else in football." 
The teams first met in 1930, a 
game Cortland won 12-0. Sixteen 
mcetingslater,onSept.17, 1959,a 
tradition was born. Though the 
Bombers were 13-7 losers in the 
first ever "jug game," they own a 
32-19-3 record all-time and a 27-10 
edge in the notorious battle for the 
container. 
"I can't imagine that there is 
another Division III game like it," 
Moore said. 
On Saturday. the Bombers and 
Red Dragons will take Cortland's 
Carl Davis Field in the 38th Cortaca 
Jug Game and compete for the right 
to have their victory inscribed on 
the jug. 
"There are token symbols out 
there that add to the intensity of the 
game," Ithaca College Athletic Di-
rector Robert Deming said. 
One item that has sparked ri-
valry is the wooden rocking chair 
that Hamilton and Middlebury com-
pete for every fall on the football 
field in the "Rocking Chair Clas-
sic." 
"It goes back to two famous 
alumni," Hamliton Sports Informa-
The Ithacan / Joseph Goss 
Ithaca's captains hope to retain the fabled Cortaca Jug. They have won three straight over Cortland. 
tion Director Marc Simon said. 
"They had a bet when it started and 
decided to have a rocking chair." 
Seventeen years ago, William 
M. Bristol, Hamilton '43, and John 
M. Kirk, Middlebury '39, donated 
the "Mac-Jack Rocking Chair" as a 
symbol of the friendly competition 
between the two schools. 
But the rivalry between Ithaca 
and Cortland is perhaps the greatest 
in all of Division III sports, earning 
it the title "The Biggest Small Col-
lege Football Game in the Nation" 
by Sports Illustrated. 
"These teams could come in at 
1-9 and it wouldn't matter," said 
Cortland State Sports Information 
Director Fran Elia, who added that 
people approach him before the 
season begins to ask whether the 
Dragons can beat Ithaca. 
"The two communities and their 
interest in the game is what makes 
it such a great game," Elia said. 
A rivalry has developed through 
the years, and each game becomes 
more of a war. 
"In the last IO years, both teams 
have been very competitive," Moore 
said. "The rivalry is a big thing." 
Not only arc the two schools 
adversaries on the gridiron, but on 
other athletic avenues as well. This 
fall, Cortland and Ithaca have staged 
intense battles on the fields and on 
the court. Most recently. the Bomber 
men's soccer team slew the Drag-
ons 1-0 in a very physical game. 
"For some reason," Deming 
noted, "the intensity level is high in 
every sport." 
The right to brag is one influ-
ence on the competing schools. "It 
creates bragging rights," Cortland 
State Athletic Director Lee Roberts 
said. "We play that [football] game 
as the big game of the year." 
Ithaca owns a three-game win-
ning streak in the Cortaca Jug game, 
banishing the Dragons from the 
South Hill in 1995, 35-19 in front of 
a record crowd of 12,511 fans 
(Butterfield Stadium holds a capac-
ity of 5,000). Moore recalls fans 
jostling for sideline space in the 
freezing temperatures and blinding 
snow. Several spectators were 
perched in trees due to the lack of 
space. 
"The crowd part of it has been 
just amazing," Moore said. "Three 
sat of the last four times we've 
hosted the game, we've set an at-
tendance record for our school." 
Deming hopes the Ithaca faith-
ful will fill Davis Field to support 
the Bombers in their quest for a 
"senior sweep." 
"I would hope a lot of [ our kids] 
arc there," he said. 
Cortland's seniors have never 
beaten Ithaca on the football field, 
and this is their final chance to do 
so. 
"The rivalry and tradition of this 
game and having a group of stu-
dents who have never seen us beat 
Ithaca, there's a lot of pride on the 
line," Elia said. 
This year, Cortland's playoff 
chances are also on the line. With a 
See JUG, next page 
Defense keys 
21-14 victory 
over Hobart 
By G. Matt Yale 
Ithacan Sports Editor 
Ithaca's defense came up big on 
Saturday, leading the team to a 21-
14 victory over Hobart College on 
the road. The Bomber offense ran 
the ball succcssf ully in the first half. 
putting 21 points on the board early. 
But the attack sputtered in the sec-
ond half, forcing the defense to 
preserve the lead. 
Ithaca now holds a commanding 
19-1 series leads in the sen es against 
the Statesmen. 
Ithaca was able to re-establish 
the ground game with 253 yard~ on 
53 attempts. 
Sophomore tailback Eric 
Amorcsc returned to form, scoring 
the first and final touchdowns for 
the Bombers. Amoresc carried the 
ball 35 times for a career high oft 82 
yards. Sandwiched between 
Amorese • s runs to paydirt was a 
26-yard toss from Bomber quarter-
back Neal Weidman to fullback P.J. 
Cooney. 
The first Ithaca touchdown came 
with 9:06remainingin the first quar-
ter, initiated by a senior Greg 
Toothaker interception. Amoresc 
consumed lOplays with seven car-
ries, scampering into the end1.onc 
on a three-yard run. Cooney slipped 
past several would-be Statesmen 
tacklers before rumbling across the 
goal line for touchdown number 
two. A four-yard run by Arnorese 
came at 11 :24 of the second quarter 
and ended the Ithaca scoring. 
Weidman said the running game 
was effective in the first half as the 
offense rushed 25 times for 122 
yards. 
"We knew that we needed to get 
our running game going, so we con-
centrated on that and it worked," he 
said. 
See HOBART, next page 
Soccer rolls ahead NCAA DIVISION Ill WOMEN'S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
By Darryl Haberman 
Ithacan Staff 
Ithaca defeated William Smith 
3-0 in the first round of the NCAA 
Division III championship, at the 
Upper Terrace Field on Wednes-
day. It was a rematch of a game 
Ithaca won 3-2 earlier this fall. 
Senior co-captain Melanie Jones 
deflected in a cross from senior 
forward Amanda Mabee at 8:56. 
Mabee beat her defender to the ball 
and fed a nice pass to the cutting 
Jones. 
Mabee added two goals on the 
day to add security to the single 
goal lead. Her first came with 12:22 
remaining in the opening half and 
exemplified her play all year. She 
settled the ball off a bad hop and 
utilized her speed to beat her de-
fender. Mabee faked Heron goal-
keeper Suzanne Willard to the right 
and rifled a blistering shot to her 
left. She tabbed her 11th of 1996 
with 15 minutes to play on junior 
sweeper Jamie Bonter's first assist 
of the season. Mabce's five poi!lts 
move her into seventh on Ithaca's 
career points ledger. 
Hustle was the name of the game. 
Both teams were aggressive, hus-
tling after every ball, especially the 
Ithaca defensive corps. 
JuniorbackEricaHanancl tightly 
marked Heron senior forward Staci 
Donald, shutting down the talented 
William Smith attack, who had 16 
goals in the regular season. 
"Staci'sagreatplayer," Hanancl 
said. "I just knew that she was dan-
. gcrous when she has the ball, so my 
goal out there was not to have her 
touch the ball. As long as I beat her 
to it, there was nothing she could do 
with it." 
The Bomber defense ofHanancl, 
Banter, and sophomores Jamie 
Melser and Nicole Tropea kept the 
Heron offense to a minimum. Un-
fortunately for Ithaca, Melser was 
carried off the field with under JO 
minutes to play due toa knee injury. 
Senior goalkeeper Stephanie 
Dawson posted her eighth shutout 
of the season and could not say 
enough about how her team is play-
ing in front of her. 
"I think we can go all the way," 
she -~aid.--i.If '#e play at this level 
and keep it up for the next three 
weeks, we can go all the way." 
Head Coach Mindy Quigg is ex-
First Round 
Novembers 
(14-2-2) 
Regionals 
November 9-1 0 
•Bin hamton N 
(17-1-0) 
Ithaca NY 
(15-3) 
(14-3-1) 
*Wllmln on OH 
(16-2) 
Chicago (IL) 
(14-3-1) 
Semifinal 
On campus of a 
participating institution 
November 16 
Finals 
VS. 
Western 
Champion 
Site TBA 
cited to advance but is concerned 
about the status of her starting out-
side fullback. 
"We 're advancing. which is what 
we wanted to do," Quigg said. 
"Right now we arc focusing on prac-
tice tomorrow and Jamie Melser, 
which is on everybody's mind." 
Ithaca ·plays at Binghamton, a 
team they lost to in overtime in 
September, in the regional semi-
finals at 11 a.m. on Saturday. 
-
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Continued from previous page 
record of 5-3 this fall, the Red Drag-
ons must win their final two games 
to be considered for Eastern Colle-
giate Athletic Conference 
postseason play. Deming, who 
serves as chair of the ECAC com-
mittee that selects the playoffteams, 
knows there is added weight on 
Cortland's shoulders. 
"Cortland is still under consid-
eration," Deming said. "It's a criti-
cal game for them." 
Roberts is certain that the SUNY 
HOBART 
Continued from previous page 
Amorese's ground total was the 
most for a Bomber back since Jeff 
Witman tallied 272 against Wash-
ington and Jefferson on Nov. 14, 
1992. 
In the second half, the States-
men picked up eight points on an 
eight-yard scamper and a well ex-
ecuted two-point conversion with 
4:20 left in the contest . 
In the game, Weidman was 18-
42 for 243 yards with two intercep-
tions and one touchdown, despite 
adequate protection from the offen-
sive line. Weidman is still first in 
passing efficiency (135.08) among 
upstate New York performers. 
"We did not play well in the 
second half," Weidman said. "We 
should have scored more points. 
We should have scored more points 
in the first half." 
He was satisfied with the team's 
ability to move the ball in the middle 
of the field, but was frustrated with 
the team's inability to find the end 
zone. 
"We moved the ball in the sec-
ond half [but} we just didn't get the 
ball into the end zone," Weidman 
said. "I didn't throw the ball real 
well; I just need to be better. It is 
just one of the things that happens." 
Welch stated that Hobart's gam-
bling and adjustments on defense 
gave the Bomber offense difficul-
ties in the second half. 
'They came up forceful on the 
corners and guessed on some plays 
[ to stop the run]," Welch said. "They 
guessed right defensively, and there 
were times we just didn't execute. 
We tried to go deep several times, 
and Hobart defended these attempts 
well." 
It was the Bomber defense that 
kept Ithaca on top al the end. 
"We knew the offense was hav-
ing a little trouble today," said 
~ophomore linebacker Mike 
Sansone, who recovered a fumble 
m the third quarter. 'The defense 
took the load on our shoulders. We 
made [big plays] today, and 11 helped 
school will be ready to play. 
"We' re going to give them a real 
good football game here," he said. 
Elia was the only one bold 
enough to make a prediction, bas-
ing his prophecy on basic math. 
"Based on the 'every four years, 
Cortland wins' theory, Cortland 24-
Ithaca 21," he said. 
With pride, bragging rights, pos-
sible playoff berths and, of course, 
"the jug" on the line, Ithaca hopes 
the final score will be in their favor. 
The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
Eric Amorese breaks free from 
a Hobart defender on Saturday. 
us get the win." 
Ithaca's defense is making a 
group statement. 
"The defense this year as op-
posed to last year is more together," 
Sansone said. "Last year we had 
some great players, but this year we 
are just no-names. We are called 
the 'swarm defense'-we come in 
numbers." 
In the second quarter with the 
Bombers up 21-6, the defense came 
away with its first big stop. On a 
fourth down and one at the Ithaca 
five-yard line, sophomore Jeff 
Tremlett and Brian Austin hit run-
ning back Mark Logan for no gain. 
Austin jarred the ball loose and 
sophomore Jeff Tremlett pounced 
on the loose ball with two minutes 
remaining in the game to insure the 
wm. 
The Bomber secondary had four 
interceptions on the afternoon, in-
cluding two takeaways by senior 
Dan Graves inside the Ithaca 20-
yard line. 
The Ithaca defensive unit now 
has 19 interceptions on the year, the 
highest total since the I 990 unit had 
23. The school record is 27, set in 
1981 and equaled in 1983. 
Welch was pleased with the de-
fensive performance of his ball club, 
especially their reaction to sudden 
change situations. 
"You win wnh a strong defense 
that can come up with big plays m 
key situations," Welch said. "We've 
got something special." 
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WEEK 8: ITHACA VS CORTLAND . 
Date: Nov. 9,1996 Monday. He is big--6'4" and 245 the ball after working out 
Time: 1:00 p.m. pounds. He also has speed, problems in practice and will try 
Place: Carl Davis Field (5,000) running the 40 in 4.5 seconds. to exploit an inexperienced 
Junior defensive tackle Greg secondary. Like last year, the 
a THE TEAMS Jackson tallied a game high 19 offensive front needs to get their 
Cortland State tackles and has 82 on the season. way against the Cortland 
Head Coach: Dave Murray He was named ECAC Division Ill defensive front. The Cortland 
1996 Record: 5-3 Upstate New York Defensive defense must worry about the 
Last Week: Cortland dropped player of the week. Bomber balanced attack, but 
Springfield on the road 33-30 in Cortland is also the most 
overtime on a Brian Anthony a BOMBERS balanced offensive team the 
field goal. The defense has made a name Ithaca defense has seen this 
for itself as a big play defense that season. 
Ithaca College will bend but not break. Last The Ithaca offense will be 
Head Coach: Mike Welch week, the defense came up with running on all cylinders and will 
1996 Record: 6-1 six turnovers. The defense be too much for Cortland with 
Last week: Ithaca defeated answered a tall task against the passing ability of Weidman, 
Hobart on the road 21-14. The Hobart as they came up with the running of Amorese and the 
defense came up with big plays countless big plays, including five blocking of fullback P.J. Cooney. 
in the second half. turnovers in the second half. Weidman must be careful of the 
The mix included three intercep- pass rushing ability of Truluck. 
a RED DRAGONS tions and two fumble recoveries Truluck is Cortland's best 
The Red Dragons were down and was key because the offense defensive player, so he will be a 
23-7 to Springfield last Saturday could move the ball in the middle defender to avoid. The Ithaca 
but still found a way to win in of the field, but not in the red defense will need another strong 
overtime. Senior tailback Romel zone. showing, but it will be more 
Griggs scored twice and two look for junior defensive end important for the offense to 
successful two-point conver- Scott Frieary to have a big day move the ball and score when in 
sions by quarterback Rob Hale and put pressure on Hale. the red zone to take pressure off 
and fullback Corey Marsell tied Noseguard Kevin Kensey returns the defense. Special teams are 
the game at 23. Cortland did to action this week after missing always a factor in this contest, 
allow the Pride over 330 yards the Hobart game with an ankle an area in which Ithaca usually 
rushing. injury. The pass rush should wins. The kicking edge goes to 
Hale leads an offense that create some interception opportu- Cortland. Look for Ithaca's 
contains many weapons. Griggs nities for the secondary. The special teams to make some big 
is a slasher who has excellent linebacking crew of Jason Brady, plays on coverage and Jeff 
speed to the outside. He has Geoff Green and Mike Sansone Higgins to be a factor. 
carried the ball 110 times for 609 will use their superior speed to Cortland's offense has been 
yards and five touchdowns on give the Cortland running game clicking lately. The Red Dragons 
the season. Last week, he problems getting to the outside. are 3-0 this season. Look for a 
rushed for a career-high 170 On offense, the running game last minute victory for the 
yards, had two rushing touch- came back to life against Hobart. Bombers and a dogfight to the 
downs and caught a pass for a Sophomore Eric Amorese was the end. For Cortland to be sue-
touchdown. Tailback Dan workhorse with 35 carries and 182 cessful, they must keep the 
D'Accurzio splits time with yards. His 35 carries tied the club Ithaca offense off the field and 
Griggs and is a straight-ahead record set by Jeff Wittman in '93 establish their ground game to 
runner. Cortland does not have against American International. eat up the clock 
a deep threat, but senior James P.J. Cooney should have an 
Gambino is a consistent receiver impact in the game. He is an all- a PREDICTIONS 
who runs great routes and has around player who can run, block G. Matt Yale, Ithacan Sports 
excellent hands. He has caught and catch passes. The Bombers Editor: "Ithaca establishes 
41 balls for 561 yards and four want to continue their balanced ground game early and wins 28-
touchdowns. attack on offense. Last week, 17." 
Like Ithaca, the Red Dragon Weidman put the ball in the air 41 Jay MIiier, Ithacan Assistant 
defense has been faced with times and the running backs Sports Editor: "Bombers win in 
many ground attacks but few carried the ball 53 times in what a thriller, 30-28." 
aerial attacks. The most was an ideal balance of offensive Martin DICaro, WICB color 
balanced attack the Red plays. commentator: "Red zone 
Dragons have faced is Rowan Weidman had difficulties turnovers kill Ithaca. Brian 
College. Five of Cortland's eight connecting with his receivers, Anthony hits big field goal for 
opponents have thrown for especially on longer patterns. redemption. Cortland 22-21." 
under 75 yards, while Montclair However, the weather conditions Kevin Connors, WICB play-by-
State and Buffalo State are the were less than ideal for passing play announcer: "Bombers 
only teams to attempt more than the ball. This week, the first team knock Red Dragons out of 
25 passes. Even though the offensive unit will return to form. playoff contention. Offensive line 
defense has held the opposition look for split-end Jeff Higgins and knocks out Martin DiCaro in 
to a .426 completion percentage sophomore receiver Keith Bonser post-game beating. Ithaca 33-
and just 124.8 yards in the air, to have big days. Senior Chuck Cortland 19." 
they are vulnerable to Ithaca's Thornton should provide Jaime Mather, WICB pre-game 
passing attack. Weidman with a consistent host: "Ithaca wins in the snow, 
On defense, the defensive line weapon across the middle. 21-13." 
is very strong and is led by R- Jon Fink, ICTV color commen-
Kai Truluck, the top pass rushing •OUTLOOK tator: • A close game and 
threat with five sacks. The last year, Ithaca was able to run another great Jug match, but the 
Patriots and other professional the ball down the throat of Bombers pull through with a 20-
teams have shown interest in Cortland. Again, in this meeting, it 14 victory." 
Truluck. Also, Mel Kiper of will be important for the Bombers Compiled by ESPN made a call to Cortland to establish the run early. Weidman 
find out about Truluck last should have a big week throwing G. Matt Yale and Jay Miller 
?-'s /J~ fia,ws 
by George Abbott and Richard Bissell 
music and lyrics by Richard Adler and Jerry Ross 
Box office opens: November 4 
Coproduced with the 
Ithaca College School of Music 
"Steam Heat," "Hernando's Hideaway," "Hey There You With the Stars in Your 
Eyes," and other musical theatre hits make this one of America's Favorites. 
~
Box Office Phone: 274-3224 eatre 
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Three harriers earn All-State recognition 
Kelly McKernan 
Ithacan Staff 
Three Bomber runners were 
among the top 10 at the New York 
State Track Conference Champi-
onships on Saturday in Rochester. 
The three earned All-State status as 
the men's cross-country squad 
placed second at the state's most 
important meet. 
The second-place finish tied for 
the best in Ithaca College history at 
a state meet. No former Bomber 
squad has had three runners finish 
in the top 10 before Saturday. 
"The guys ran with a lot of poise 
and a lot of confidence," Coach Jim 
Nichols said. "They ran together 
early in the race to work into a good 
position." 
Bombers earning All-State hon-
ors were senior Mike Pawlowski, 
sophomore Ian Golden and junior 
Andy Weishaar. Pawlowski fin-
ished seventh in a time of 26:37. 
Thirteen seconds later, Golden __ Despite the strong showing, the 
crossed the finish line in eighth men can expect to be ranked only 
place. Weishaar finished 10th, seventh or eighth in the region be-
clocking in at 17: 10. hind teams that did not compete at 
"They looked very comfortable the state meet. With only four teams 
and confident with their run, so that earning a bid to nationals, the men 
was exciting to sec," Nichols said. have their work cut out for them. 
The rest of the top five Bomber "It has to be a total team effort," 
finishers consisted of seniors Greg Nichols said. "We're not relying on 
Loomis and Tom Lansley. Loomis any one individual." 
finished 25th overall and Lanslcy Nichols is looking for the depth 
followed closely behind in 27th of the team to make the difference 
place. on Saturday at the regional champi-
onships at R.I.T. 
Nichols secs the possibility of as 
many as five different runners with 
the ability to qualify for an indi-
vidual spot at the national champi-
onships. 
Regardless of how the team fares 
on Saturday, Nichols said he is 
pleased with the team's perfor-
mance this season. 
"As head coach, this is the best 
team I've coached," Nichols said. 
"They're a great group of guys." 
Brady, cross-country speed to seventh at states 
By Kelly McKernan 
Ithacan Staff 
Inexperience prevailed over a 
young women's cross country team 
on Saturday at the New York State 
Track Conference Championships 
in Rochester. 
pleased with her individual perfor-
mance. 
"It was probably my best race all 
season, which is kind of ironic," 
Brady said. 
Devlin runs swiftly and quietly in first year 
Ithaca finished the day in a dis-
appointing seventh place at the fi-
nal meet, scoring 147 points against 
a field of 14Division III teams from 
across the Empire State. 
The only bright spot of the day 
came when sophomore Meaghan 
Brady recovered from a nearly di-
sastrous spill early in the race. 
Brady fell within the first I 00 
yards of the course. She found her-
self on her back and about to be 
trampled. A persistent runner, Brady 
rolled over, got up and finished the 
race. 
She came from behind, making 
up 40 places to finish as the third 
Bomber runner and 32nd overall. 
"[Meaghan] ran incredibly, by 
4 far," Coach Kelli Bert said. "I think 
-:, if she hadn't fallen, she could have 
,,_ 
It was, however, the older mem-
bers of the team who came through 
for Ithaca. 
Scniorco-captain Melanie Della 
Rocco finished first on the team 
and was 19th overall. Junior Leah 
Crivello followed Della Rocco 
closely, hitting the tape 20th over-
all and second for the Bombers. 
Rounding out the top five for 
Ithaca were rookies Emily Carlson 
and Cara Devlin, who finished 40th 
and 42nd, respectively. 
Bert said the young team did not 
run confidently. She accredits this 
to the team's youth and lack of 
competitive experience. 
The Bombers are looking ahead 
to the NCAA Regional qualifier on 
Saturday atR.I. T. They will be head-
ing into regionals without any ex-
ternal expectations, which Bert said 
will be advantageous. 
By Kelly McKernan 
Ithacan Staff 
Dedicated and hard-working 
is how Coach Kelli Bert describes 
rookie cross-country sensation 
Cara Devlin. 
Devlin, one of Ithaca's top re-
cruits out of high school, has been 
among the top three Bomber fin-
ishers in nearly every race this 
season. 
One would not expect a rookie 
to become a frontrunner so early 
in her career, let alone a team 
leader. But Devlin has exceeded 
expectations. 
She has done so quietly, yet 
effectively. Her actions, rather 
than her words, have showcased 
her capabilities this season. 
"I think [Cara] is a leader in 
more of what she does than what 
she says," Bert said. 
"! been in the top IO." I Despite the fall, Brady w.u. .. 
\· 
As underdogs, the team hopes to 
surprise their competition on Satur-
day. 
Quietly working her way to the 
top, Devlin is modest about her 
success. 
\ ~~!~~!~all 
Ithacan Staff 
The volleyball team hosted its 
second tournament of the year last 
weekend with top teams from 
around the country visiting the Ben 
Light Gymnasium. Ithaca faced 
some tough competition, finishing 
in a tic for third place. 
"This was the toughest tourna-
ment we have been in all year," 
Head Coach Janet Grzymkowski 
said. "It had two of the top teams in 
the country. Juniata is numfJer two 
and undefeated, and St. Olaf, from 
Minnesota, is number four." 
Eastern Connecticut was first for 
Ithaca in the first meeting between 
the two teams. The Bombers lost 
the first game, 15-10, but won the 
next two games, 16-14 and 15-7. 
Unfortunately for the home team, 
the Warriors came back to win game 
four (15-9) and five (15-7). 
The next two matches· were 
against St. Olaf and Juniata. The 
Bombers struggled, losing both in 
three straight games. 
"We played well for them being 
so highly ranked," said first-year 
outside-hitter Rebecca Helmctsie, 
who had 29 kills in another strong 
performance. 
But redemption would arrive 
from Massachusetts. Ithaca had 
never played Springfield before on 
the volleyball court. Regardless, 
Grzymkowski's Jot leaped above 
their challengers, sweeping the 
Massachusetts squad in three 
straight, 15-13, 15-12 and 15-12. 
"We gained a lot of confidence 
by beating Springfield," said 
Grzymkowski. "This tournament is 
definitely going to help us when we 
go into postscason play." 
falls to top contenders 
The Ithacan I Ryan Beiler 
Sophomore Christine Ansley pounds the ball over the net Friday, 
when the team hosted the elite of the nation In the Ben Light Gym. 
Junior middle-hitter Heidi 
Nichols had 21 kills in the final 
game and rested with a total of 72 
over the weekend. Sophomore set-
ter Jill Finochio continued to inch 
closer to the single season assist 
record with a gross of IOI assists. 
She owns 1,419 for the season, 29 
short of the record set by I 993 gradu-
ate Sindie Shollenberger. 
"I wasn't 
expecting to be 
that good," 
Devlin said. 
"My goal was 
to be in the top 
10 [on the 
team]." 
At first, 
Devlin found it 
"weird" to be in 
front with the 
Cara Devlin 
upperclass athletes during races, but 
quickly got over her intimidation 
and assumed her role as one of the 
team's top runners. 
A humble athlete, Devlin docsn 't 
sec any special reasons, other than 
harder practices than she is used to, 
for her climb to the top of the team. 
Bert, however, knew that Devlin 
had the qualities to become a 
standout. _ 
In an age of trash talking and 
egotistical athletes, it is refreshing 
to find someone like Devlin who 
places her sport and her team first. 
"She's a very hard worker, 
doesn't complain," Bert said. "I 
did feel she was capable of fitting 
into our top seven." 
Making the transition from 
high school to college is difficult 
for many fir~t-year athlete~. hut 
this rookie has handled the ad-
justments well. 
Her only problems were typi-
cal ones-the ache~ and pams of 
an increased practice regimen. 
"I was sore every day," Devlin 
said with a laugh. 
Devlin has also showed matu-
rity as a team player, concerning 
herself with team goals before 
her own. 
She docs have one big goal m 
mind. 
"It would be nice to go to 
nationals," Devlin said, laughing 
again. 
She has set the pace for 
women's cross-country at Ithaca, 
and if she stays clear of iajury, 
her wish may come true. 
Season will go on 
for field hockey 
Telephone call 
invites Bombers 
to the big dance 
By Marjorie Obreza 
Ithacan Staff 
Strange as it may sound, a 
single telephone call decided the 
fate of the women's field hockey 
team. 
Head Coach Tracey Houk and 
her players anxiously waited by 
the phone in Houk' s office Mon-
day afternoon. 
Finally, the phone rang and 
the caller stated that the Bomb-
ers were selected to compete 
in the National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association regional 
playoffs. 
Although the Bombers ( 12-
8) did not accomplish their goal 
of winning the New York State 
tournament last weekend at 
Hartwick College, their third-
place finish was good enough to 
seal a bid in the national 
postseason. 
The team will face Lebanon 
Valley Saturday in Salisbury, 
Md. 
The host school and Williams 
College will meet on the other 
half of the bracket. Ithaca lost by 
one goal earlier in the season to 
Salisbury, but defeated Lebanon 
Valley. 
"It's important to realize that 
we played Lebanon Valley early 
in th<.: ~eason," co-captam Marie 
Kelly ~aid. ·They wi II probably 
come at u~ with a vengeance." 
The Bombers posted a 1-1 
record at the New York State 
tournament last weekend, los-
ing the fir~! game 1-0 to top-
seeded Hartwick. 
"Last game, they won four to 
zero on corners," Houk said. "But 
this time our defense was effec-
tive and we totally shut down 
their corners." 
On Sunday, the blue and gold 
bounced back to defeat William 
Smith 2-0, earning third place in 
the tournament. Junior Leslie 
Greene scored the game-winner 
in the first half and assisted jun-
ior forward Meghan Gehrig on 
the second goal. 
Sophomore goalie Jennifer 
Stoneburg tallied seven saves for 
her seventh shutout of 1996. 
"The loss to Hartwick was 
disappointing because I thought 
we outplayed them and deserved 
to win," co-captain Jaime Lees 
said. "On Sunday, we improved 
our game from the day before to 
beat William Smith." 
Senior co-captains Lees and 
Kelly were named to the All-
Tournament team. 
The Bombers still have a 
chance at the national title, some-
thing that has been in the back of 
their minds since day one. 
"We arc just not ready to give 
up on our season yet," Kelly 
said. 
-
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Men crush Geneseo, 3-0 
By Peter Rattien 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College men's soc-
cer team is in the midst of a playoff 
push, rolling off seven wins in their 
last eight games. 
Ithaca ( l 0-4-1) has been playing 
well on both sides of the ball, earning 
them a 3-0 win over Geneseo at the 
Upper Terrace Field on Saturday. 
In the blustery, snowy and cold 
conditions, co-captain Matt 
Morrison scored twice. 
"I don't really care who scores, 
as long as we get the win," Morrison 
said. "I think that's the way everyone 
on the team feels, and that's one of 
the major reasons we've been 
winning." 
First-year goalkeeper Chris 
Lucci earned his sixth shutout, 
improving his goals against average 
to .60 and his record to 8-1-1. 
The Bomber defense has gelled, 
surrendering merely three goals 
over the eight-game stretch, gain-
ing a .96 goals against average. 
"Our defense has been really 
strong, and it's enabled the offense 
to work," junior forward Rob 
Perman said, "especially when you 
don't have to worry about the ball 
getting past the defense and they 
get the ball up to people like [junior 
forward] Mitshel [Lavander] and 
me." 
Head Coach Andy Byrne 
attributes much of the defense's 
success to the great play of junior 
back and co-captain Dan Katz. 
"I think Dan is the best defender 
that we've seen all year," Byrne 
said. "And if he docs not get some 
post-season honors, then it's really 
an outrage. He's been unbeatable 
all year round." 
There is no doubt the Bombers 
\ -,·tive in the playoffs. The 
on . nucst1un is which postseason 
gala they will be invited to. 
"I think we are kind of a long-
The Ithacan / Devin Mack 
Ithaca junior co-captain Matt Morrison toys with a defender In 
Saturday's 3--0 shutout of Geneseo, in which he scored twice. 
shot for the NCAA [playoffs), but 
we're looking pretty good for the 
ECAC [playoffs]," Byrne said. 
"Even if we win Saturday, I don't 
know, you just never know." 
Perman would love a chance to 
return to the NCAA playoffs. 
"Last year was the first year I 
was in the NCAA [tournament], 
and it's a great feeling when you're 
among the top 32 in the country," 
Perman said. 
Ithaca's strong defense now 
consists of just three players. 
Morrison has moved to midfield, 
leaving sophomore Josh Hyman, 
junior Frank Saraceno and Katz as 
the fullback line. 
The trio's success can be attrib-
uted to their cohesion and aggres-
siveness. 
"We've just been getting used to 
each other," Morrison said. "We're 
finally over all the injuries that 
we've had, and everyone's healthy. 
Everyone's gotten used to playing 
each other." 
The Bombers travel to Kean, 
ranked 23rd in the Umbro Select 
Division III men's soccer poll, on 
Saturday to close out their regular 
season. Ithaca defeated them 3-2 on 
the South Hill in I 995. 
"It's always a great game," said 
junior co-captain Matt Morrison. 
"It's always close and comes right. 
down to the end, so· it should be a 
really competitive game, probably 
one of the better teams we've 
played." 
Ithaca is not looking past the 
Cougars, who boast crafty 
sophomore midfielder Peter 
Villegus and lightning-quick for-
wards senior Jason Smith and jun-
ior Jose Castillo. The key to last 
year's win was sophomore Rob 
Kaplan shutting down Villegus in 
the second half. 
"We want to beat Kean," said 
Morrison. "We'll worry about the 
postseason later." 
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Men's swimming 
depends on youth 
By Lean Camara 
Ithacan Contributor 
This year's men's swimming 
and diving team is expecting a 
lot from its underclassmen. Al-
though 13 letter winners will be 
returning, only one senior is on 
the squad. The class of 2000 
brings IO swimmers to the team. 
Inexperience is a concern of 
Head Coach Kevin Markwardt. 
He is optimistic about the poten-
tial of his swimmers but knows 
that his young team will have to 
"mesh" first. 
Due to graduation, Ithaca will 
have to recover from the loss of 
All-Americans Todd Poludniak 
and Colin Herlihy, who led the 
team to an 18th-place finish in 
the NCAA Division III competi-
tion a season ago, at which 
Herlihy was awarded swimmer 
of the meet honors. 
"[They) produced one third 
of the team's points last season," 
Markwardt said. 
Junior co-captains Brian Bar-
ber and Bill Frank hope to lead 
the Bombers to a second con-
secutive undefeated season. Al-
though the team lacks maturity, 
Frank does not rule out another 
perfect record, but it will require 
hard work. 
Markwardt said that four or 
five first-year swimmers will 
make an impact, including Rob-
ert Finne anci Mike Armitage. 
c·o-captain Brian Barber's 
role on the team, as he sees it, is 
to provide a good atmosphere 
and supply hard work ethics. The 
team will face a setback in Janu-
ary as Barber will leave for Spain, 
keeping him out of the state 
championship. 
"We support him com-
pletely," Frank said. "[Going to 
Spain] is what he wants to do." 
Sophomore Jason Morini 
wants to pick up some of the 
scoring slack. "I need to 
score more points this year," 
Morini said. "I don't have to 
swim in the shadow of All-
Americans." 
Pat Kielty, a sophomore from 
Towanda, Pa., who ranked third 
on the team in scoring last sea-
son, is impressed with his team's 
athleticism, but has doubts about 
the squad's mentality. 
"We're young, we're fast but 
we're not too bright," Kielty said. 
On Saturday, the team com-
peted in the Rochester Harvest 
Relays. Ithaca had won this meet 
the past four years, but tied for 
second with Geneseo this time. 
This year's schedule adds 
new, tough competitors-
Geneseo and Springfield. It will 
be a challenge for this young 
team, but the difficult schedule 
will give them much needed ex-
perience. Coach Markwardt is 
confident in his swimmers and 
divers. 
"We will do great," he said, 
optimistic about the team's fu-
ture. 
Bomber divers also competed 
Saturday, finishing in seventh 
place. Ithaca's only returning 
diver is sophomore J .J. 
Auslander, who scored one sec-
ond-place and I I third-place re-
sults in 1995-96. The rest of the 
unit consists of walk-ons with-
out .collegiate experience. Div-
ing ·coac;h Chris Zoltoski said 
the 'team has a lot of talent, but 
must gain experience in order to 
progress. 
National 'tidal' the goal for women's aquatics 
By Darryl Haberman 
Ithacan Staff 
Expectations arc high, and with 
good reason. 
The women's swimming and 
diving team could not have stancd 
their season any better. This squad 
features some talented newcomers 
and fast upperclassmen. They be-
gan the year the way they plan to 
finish it-winning convincingly, 
sweeping their opponents. 
Led by Head Coach Paula Miller, 
the Bombers went to Rochester to 
panicipate in the Harvest Relays. 
Miller's crew destroyed their com-
petition, taking all 10 events and 
extending its Harvest Relay win-
ning streak to six. 
"This is going to be one of our 
stronger seasons," Miller said. "A 
lot of the weaknesses we had last 
year have been filled. This team 
will be competitive in all meets, 
against Division I, II or III teams." 
A big part of this year's success 
will depend upon inexperienced 
rookies. 
"We have a lot of strong fresh-
men that came in, plus a lot of the 
girls that were freshmen last year 
that were strong candidates are also 
back," senior co-captain Anna Yu 
said. 
Some of the swimmers that will 
make waves on the South Hill are 
sophomores Rene Helbok, Dara 
Porterfield, Julie Steele, Ruthy 
Vesler and Sarah Duffy along with 
juniors Debby Werner, Leslie 
Greene and senior Anna Thomas. 
Seven of the eight went to the Divi-
sion III national championship last 
year. 
Helbok took second place in 200-
yard freestyle at last year's champi-
onship and finished in the top eight 
for her efforts in the 100-yard 
freestyle, 400-yard freestyle relay 
and 200-yard medley relay. 
The team fell three points shy of 
a top IO finish against a total of 80 
schools attending the champion-
ships in Atlanta, Ga. The focus in 
1996-97 is to earn top l O honors in 
the nation. 
With some speedy first-year ath-
letes joining the crew from a year 
ago, the blue and gold certainly 
have a legitimate shot at their goal. 
The new recruits of Julie Harrington, 
Laura Maring, Jen Souder and 
Marisa D'Orazio will be forces to 
be reckoned with this winter. 
Harrington specializes in the indi-
vidual medley and 200-yard butter-
fly, while Souder's strength is 
breastroke and individual medley. 
D'Orazio flexes her muscles in the 
sprint freestyle, and Maring's forte 
is distance freestyle and backstroke. 
Senior Amanda Liddy and jun-
ior Mary Ann Soprano paired up to 
take the diving relay crown on Sat-
urday. Liddy qualified for the na-
tional meet last year in both one-
meter and three-meter springboard, 
but a serious injury kept her out of 
competition . 
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Congratulations 
Best Wings in Ithaca 
First Place 
Second Place 
Bench warmers 
Rogan's 
Hottest Wings in Ithaca 
First Place 
Second Place 
Domino's 
Geppeto's 
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• "People Move the Market and the Market Moves the World" 
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By Th.e "um .. bers 
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SCOREBOARD 
Field Hockey '12-8) 
At 3rd NYSWCAA Play-offs at Hartwick 
Saturday, 11/2 
Hartwick def. Ithaca 1-0 
Sunday, 11/3 
Consolation Game 
Ithaca def. William Smith 2-0 
Jr. Leslie Green 1 goal, 1 assist 
Jr. Meghan Gehrig 1 goal 
Men's Soccer Cl 0-4-1 ) 
Saturday, 11/2 
Ithaca def. Geneseo 
Jr. Matt Morrison 
So. Reade Driscoll 
Geneseo 
3-0 
1 goal, 1 assist 
1goal 
1 own goal 
Men's Cross Country (0-2) 
Saturday, 11/2 
Ithaca placed 2nd @ NYSCTC 
Championship at Rochester 
Volleyball (25-14) 
At 3rd Ithaca College Classic 
Friday, 11/1 
Eastern Connecticut def. Ithaca 3-2 
St. Olaf def. Ithaca 3-0 
Saturday, 11/2 
Juniata def. Ithaca 3-0 
Ithaca def. Springfield 3-0 
FOOTBALL 
Top Five Upstate New York Poll 
Tua.m. 
1. Buffalo St. College (12) 
2. Ithaca College (1) 
3. Union College 
4. Cortland 
5. Rensselaer 
* First Place Votes in Parentheses 
As of November 3 
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fQints 
64 
51 
39 
28 
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Women's Soccer (15-3) 
Wednesday, 11/6 
NCM Play-off Game 
Ithaca def. William Smith 3-0 
Sr. Amanda Mabee 2 goals, 1 assist 
Sr. Melanie Jones • 1 assist 
Football (6-1) 
Saturday, 11/2 
Ithaca def. Hobart 
So. Eric Amorese 
Jr. P.J. Cooney 
Women's Cross Country (0-1) 
Ithaca placed 7th @ NYSCTC 
Championship at Rochester 
JY football (2-2) 
Friday, 11/1 
Canton Tech def. Ithaca 
Men's Swimming and Diving 
Saturday, 11/2 
Ithaca tied for 2nd @ Rochester 
Harvest Relays 
Women's Swimming and Diving 
Saturday, 11/2 
Ithaca placed 1st @ Rochester 
Harvest Relays 
21-14 
2 td 
1 td 
20-0 
Single Season Reception Leaders 
Tight Ends 
~ Season ~ ~ 
1. Chuck Thornton '96 7 23 
2. Jeff Lacey '81 8 20 
3. Chris Cummiskey '94 1 O 19 
THE ITHACAN 23 
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GAME OF THE WEEK 
Football @ Cortland 
Saturday, 11/9 at 1 :00 p.m. 
The Bombers head to long-time rival 
Cortland this weekend to continue the 
highly contested series that began in 1930. 
Ithaca has won the previous three games. 
Ithaca is led by senior quarterback Neal 
Weidman, who became the school's all-
time leader in passing attempts during 
Saturday's game against Hobart. 
The Bomber offense will also look to its 
strong running game for offensive support. 
Sophomore Eric Amorese is coming off a 
career-best 182-yard ground game vs. 
Hobart, in which he contributed two 
touchdowns. 
Ithaca's defense, the line, linebackers and 
the secondary have all been playing well 
lately, stopping both facets of opposing 
attacks and imposing fear in the competi-
tion. 
Cortland enters with a 5-3 record, riding a 
modest two-game winning streak. 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Friday, 11/8 
Volleyball@ Inter-Regional TBA 
Ithaca College Wrestling lnvit. 12:30 
JV Football @ Cornell JV 3:00 
T oum. @ E. Connecticut 5:30 
Saturday, 11/9 
Volleyball @ Inter-Regional TBA 
Toum.@ E. Connecticut 9:30 
Women's Soccer 
NCAA playoffs @ Binghamton 11 :00 
Men's Cross Country 
NCAA Regional @ RIT 11 :00 
Women's Cross Country 
NCAA Regional @ RIT 11 :00 
Football @ Cortland 1 :00 
Men's Soccer @ Kean 1 :00 
Men's Swimming @ Alfred 1 :00 
Women's Swimming vs. Wlm Smith 1 :00 
Ithaca College Wrestling lnvit. 10:00 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Mike Pawlowski 
Men's Cross Country 
On Saturday, the 
men's cross-country 
team turned in a strong 
second-place showing 
at the New York State 
Collegiate Track 
Conference Champion-
ships in Rochester. 
The leader of the 
Bomber pack was 
senior Mike Pawlowski, 
who crossed the line in 
seventh place at 26:38. According to 
captain Brian Boyle, Pawlowski "has been 
a real big impact since he returned from 
back surgery." He is a positive role model 
and a great team leader, declares Boyle, 
also a senior. Pawlowski is a consistent 
finisher in the top 15 for the Bombers, and 
will continue to be depended upon for his 
performances in the upcoming NCAA 
Regional and Championship meets. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Top Ithaca Finishers at 
NYSCTC Championship 
MEN 
7. Sr. Michael Pawlowski 26:38 
8. So. Ian Golden 26:51 
10. Jr. Andy Weishaar 27:11 
25. Sr. Greg Loomis 27:48 
27. Sr. Thomas Lansley 27:51 
WOMEN 
19. Sr. Melanie Della Rocco 20:39 
20. Jr. Leah Crivello 20:40 
32. So. Meaghan Brady 21:07 
40. Fr. Emily Carlson 21: 19 
42. Fr. Cara Devlin 21 :21 
Emerson 
Suites 
Nov. 10 
9 p.m. 
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THE BIG PICTURE 
PAGE 24 
Election '96 is finally 
over. After the dust 
settles from the months 
of campaigning, 
analyzing, debating and 
lobbying, one thing will 
remain clear: it was the 
people's choice. 
The people chose 
Clinton/Gore. 
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Above: Campaign signs made It to some of the most unlikely 
places In an attempt to influence everyone. Unfortunately, cows 
do not vote. 
Left: Uncle Sam (Tami Roberts '97) finally takes a well-_deserved 
rest after campaigning and watches the election results come in 
on Tuesday night. Roberts says she dressed up on election day 
to personally try and remind people to vote. 
Below left: The Politics Club held an election night party In the 
Pub where president Sean Forman '97 and Chief of Staff Martha 
Lieberman '00 check for results as the polls closed. 
Below right: The South Hill Elementary School was the site of 
the polls for the fifth and sixth electoral districts of Tompkins 
County, home to many Ithaca College students. 
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